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ECOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE CRAWFISHES OF ILLINOIS.
INTRODUCTION.
The purposes of this paper are:- first,to report a study of 
the ecological distribution of the crawfishes of Illinois; 
second,to give as complete account as possible,from the available 
records,of the life and seasonal history of each of these
species.
The material,on which the study here reported is based, 
consists of the following:-
First, a collection of crawfishes belonging to the Illinois 
State Laboratory of Natural History. This collection contains 
about one thousand six hundred specimens,and has been accumulating 
since 1&75«
Second,a collection of some three hundred specimens loaned 
to us by T. L. Hankinson of the Eastern Illinois Normal School, 
at Charleston,Illinois,making a total of nearly two thousand 
specimens at our disposal.
Third,records of collections made by Mr. Hankinson,which 
were already determined by Dr. A. E. Ortmann; and records from
bythe northern part of the state,loanedADr. V. E. Shelford of the 
University of Chicago.
In order to make the present report,it was necessary to classi­
fy the collections first by species,second by locality,and third 
by drainage systems.lt results from the first classification that 
we find two forms,indianensis and bartoni brevis.which had as yet 
not been found in Illinois. They were both described in Indiana,bu; 
the latter was considered simply as bartoni^and not as a distinct 




I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to several persons who 
have assisted in this study. First-bf all,I am deeply indebted 
to Professor S. A. Forbes,Director of the Illinois State Lab­
oratory of Natural History,for the use of the entire collection 
of crawfishes. This was the largest and most valuable collection, 
and formed the main basis for the study. Professor Forbes also 
allowed free use of all records, including those taken by 
T. L. Hankinson during the summer of 191% when he was collecting 
for the State Laboratory.
I am indebted to Mr. T. L. Hankinson,of the Eastern Illinois 
Normal School,for the loan of a very large collection of specimens, 
notes,and photographs from the vicinity of Charleston,Illinois,and 
for records of determinations made by Dr. Ortmann.
I am also much indebted to Dr. A. E. Ortmann,of the Carnegie 
Museum at Pittsburgh,Pa.,for the determination of doubtful speci­
mens,and for useful information which he has so kindly given to 
me at various times.
Furthermore,! am indebted to Dr. V. E. Shelford of the Uni­
versity of Chicago,for records of determinations of crawfishes 
from the vicinity of Chicago,made by Dr.A. E. Ortmann.
On account of its authentic determinations,much assistance 
was derived from the large collection of crawfishes made by 
Mr. E. E. Williamson of Bluffton,Indiana,which is now in the 
possession of Dr. Adams.
I also wish to thank the collectors of specimens who have 
taken the trouble to preserve notes with their collections. When 
known,the name of the collector is given.
I wish especially to express my appreciation to Dr. C. C. Adams 
under whose supervision the work has been done.
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THE ECOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF THE CHUIPISHES OF ILLINOIS 
Cambarus propinguus Girard
Habitat (See PI.VII)-. This species is found chiefly in rivers 
and permanent streams.lt may occur also in permanent ponds.In 
Michigan,Pearse('I0,p.l6) reports it as taken from rivers and 
along the shores of Lake*Huron and Michigan. He also often found 
it in small brooks with bartoni robustus. He says, ,TIn fact, 
it is apt to occur almost anywhere.” In Indiana, Hay (’96, p.497) 
found large numbers of propinquus•in small streams, hiding under 
stones, concealed in short burrows along the bank, or resting 
quietly on the bottom. Ortmann ('06, p. 410) says, '’Although 
principally living in the larger rivers of the state, these 
species are not entirely restricted to them, being able to live 
in any larger body of water, running or stagnant, provided it 
is permanent." This statement seems to fit very well the con­
ditions found in Illinois. The specimens of propinquus taken at 
Havana were from the main channel of the river, and from Station 
E, where the water is rather deep. In other parts of Illinois 
this species is found in rivers and permanent streams. Sometimes, 
however, it is found very near to the head waters.(See P1.V11). 
This species is abundant in the Charleston collections. It is 
found in Kickapoo Creek, Embarras River, Indian Creek, in per­
manent pools in Campus Creek and all the streams about Charles­
ton which,according to T. L.Hankinson, do not go entirely dry 
in summer. In only one instance the habitat is described as 
drying out during a very dry season. Propinquus was, however, 
taken from stagnant pools in Greasy Creek near Rardin. The cur­
rent was usually slight or sluggish. Exceptions, however,occurred
and propinquus was secured from very rapid water. The bottoms of 
the habitats are usually described as stony or gravelly; often 
however, sand and clay or solid rock bottoms were given. Bundy 
('77, p. 181) reports this species as very abundant in Wiscon­
sin. He found it in company with G. virilis.From the present 
records (See Pis. Ill, XV.), it is evident that this is not the 
case in Illinois. Propinquus and virilis seem to be complemen­
tary to one another. In the Big Vermilion drainage where pro­
pinquus is very abundant not a single virilis is found.Likewise, 
in the upper portion of the Emba^ras system, about Charleston, 
records of propinquus are very common, and only one of virilis 
occurs. In the western portion of the state the reverse is true; 
there virilis flourishes and propinquus is rare. In the northern 
and central portions of the state, the two species occur in the 
same vicinities. The records, however, show that they are rarely 
in the same habitat. This seems to hold true for most of the 
Illinois forms. In streams where propinquus and blandingi acutus 
are found together, the latter lives in the vegetation at the 
edge, while nrooinquus prefers to stay among the stones in mid­
stream.
Life and Seasonal History. In Michigan, Pearse flO,p.l6) found 
females with eggs on May 2; June 6; April 17, and April 18; and 
May 29. Ortmann (’06,p.413) reports that the life history of 
this species is identical with that of obscurus. His collections 
on June 7 show no first form males and the second form males and 
females are all of medium size, 47-60 mm. in length. The material 
taken at the end of August was in the same condition. The October 
collections, however, show first form males, with the exception 
of small second forms, which belong to the spring generation.
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First form males are present in the collection of May 1. Ortmann 
reports a couple copulating September 1, and says it is a fall 
breeder. In the Illinois collections first form males appear on 
February 12, 19; March 1,2,5,16; April 1,7,10,19,20; May 9;July 
2, 17; August 15, September 5,10,20,29; October 4,7,14,21,22,
31; November 1,3,4,7,8,10,13,14,15,and 25. The smallest first 
form male is 32 mm. long. Usually, however, they are 40-75 mm. 
in length. Second form males appear March 2,13; April (early part), 
19,24; May 1, 8,9,11,15,17,21,22; June 7,18,20; July/^ugust 1, 
10,11,14,26,28,* September 4,9; October 14;November 3,and 6.
Females bearing eggs occur April 1,24; May 1, 11. A female, from 
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin, taken May 9, 1892, bears eggs. It is only 
35 mm. in length. Freshly moulted specimens of second form males 
appear April 15,19; May 8,11,15,22,29,30; June 1. The specimen 
taken April 19 is just in the act of moulting. The shell is first 
form while the new individual is second form. Freshly moulted 
females appear in the collection from Havana, 111,, May 22,29, 
and August 16. In the Illinois records second form males appear 
between March and the first week in November. No first forms 
appear from May 9, until July 2. Freshly mo lilted forms, however, 
occur as late as May 29; therefore, first form males must be 
present until about June first. From the present data the first 
moulting season ends about June 1 and the second begins July 1 
and is nearly over by the beginning of October. Only two records 
after September 29, contained second form males. These were 
taken November 3 and 6. The spawning season seems well fixed, ex- p 
tending over April and May. The Illinois collection, which 1 have 
at my disposal, contains three hundred and sixty nine individuals. 
Records of several hundred more have been loaned by T. L. Hankinsor,
These all contain males and females in about equal numbers.
Distribution in Illinois. See PI. Xll. C. propinquus is one of 
the three most abundant species of the state. It is especially 
plentiful in the east central part of Illinois. In all previous 
records this species has occurred south of the terminal Wisconsin 
moraine in only a few instances. The localities are in Indiana, 
(See Ortmann '06 Pl.XLII, Fig. 3) and are very close the margin 
of the moraine. This species has a wide distribution in the 
state. It is found in all the important river systems of the 
state except the Saline, Cache and Big Muddy Rivers in the very 
southern portion of Illinois. It seems to find its favorite hab­
itats in the Big Vermilion and the northern part of the Embarras 
Rivers. A very great majority of the records are from these two 
places.
General Geographic Range. C. propinquus is found in the fol­
lowing states: lew York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 
Iowa, Michigan, Wisconsin, Canada. For a full discussion of the 
orgin of distribution, see Ortmann ('06,p.433).
Cambarus indianensis Hay
Habitat. This species was first described by Hay(*96,p.494). 
nothing,however,is recorded concerning its environment. In the 
Illinois collection,the specimens have come from a number of 
different habitats. It has been obtained from deep pools,in a 
creek which was otherwise dry. It was taken from a sluggish 
stream skirt^ing woodland;and from stagnant holes with "spatter 
dock" in a muddy stream. In all other cases,however,it was found 
in permanent streams on stony or slaty riffles. 0ne label reads 
"Several hauls on stony riffle were good,while an attempt in deep
water failed”* From the present data,this species seems much like 
propinquus,not only in appearance hut in habits.(See PI.II)
Life and Seasonal History. Males of first form were taken July 
29;Oetober 5,8.Males of second form occur August 4 and. September !. 
Females were taken on all these dates and also on October 1£ and
16. The collection gives no further clue as to «be moulting,mating 
and spawning seasons. It is interesting to note that.although this 
species not described until 1896#§ome of the specimens in the Ill­
inois State Laboratory collection were taken as early as October 
5,1882.
Geographical Distribution in Illinois. (PI.jflll). G.indianensis 
is found in southern and south eastern Illinois.Thelllinois local- 
ities are just across the boundary from its location in Indiana. 
This species andbbartoni brevis are the only ones that are exclu­
sively in the southern part of the 3tate. The data,however.con­
cerning the latter are limited,and it probably haS greater rqnge. 
In the case of indianensis.many collections were made over the 
state in habitats similar to those in which it was taken in the 
southern part of the state. It seems to be an isolated form. In 
its appearance.it is intermediate between limosus and propinquus. 
See PI.III.
General Geographic Range. Indianensis is reported from Indiana, 
Illinois,and Kentucky.
Qambarus rusticus Girard
Habitat. But few observations are recorded on this species 
and the Illinois collection adds only a small number. Hay 
('96,p. 503) reports that in Indiana this species has much the 
same habits as (3. prop inquus. and that the two are often found
in company. Williamson ('07,p.753) gives the fullest account,_____
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which I have been able to secure. He gives this as the only 
species, in Wells County, Indiana, which occurs at all seasons 
in streams and permanent pools and nowhere else. Perhaps be­
cause of its habitat it is the best known crawfish of that 
region. He considers the presence of immunis in permanent streams 
rather accidental. In the present Illinois collection, there 
are only seventeen individuals of this species. They are all 
from the southern part of the state. The collection adds five 
localities to those given by previous writers. Hagen (f70,p.65) 
reports placidus Hagen (= rusticus Girard) from Quincy, Illinois 
and Forbes (*76,p.4) reports wisconsinensis. Bundy ( — rusticus 
Girard) from Hormal, Illinois. The specimens of rusticus in the 
Illinois collection have all been taken from permanent bodies of 
water. This species was taken from the Saratoga River and from 
muddy pools in the bed of a tributary of Grand Pierre Creek. 
Otherwise, it comes from small streams of clear water, flowing, 
over flat rocks. The latter would be a very good habitat for 
propinguus.
Life and Seasonal History. Williamson ('07,p.753) found that 
in a June collection the males were all large individuals of' the 
second form. A collection of September 20, showed all first form 
males. Hone of the latter were over 70 mm. in length, and usually 
they were only 55-65 mm. long. He thinks that the larger individ­
uals perish during the summer. The following seasonal dates are 
given. First form males appear April 8; June 23. Males of 
second form occur, May 13,16,32; June 7,10,23. Females with 
young were found May 22, the latter were in small burrows in the 
creek bed and the young were nearly ready to leave the mother.
In the Illinois- collection, first form males occur October 12.
One of these had just moulted. The other bore eggs of Oorixfo- 
a fact of which Forbes ('76fp.4) speaks in writing of immunis •
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This specimen was taken from running water. Second form males 
appear July 7, and 30. Females were taken on all of these dates 
but none bore eggs or young. The seasonal history of this species 
is probably like that of proolnquus.
Distribution in Illinois. (PI.XIV). According to the present 
records this species seems to be entirely in the central and 
southern parts of the state. It probably occupies the northern 
part of the state also, since it is found in both Michigan and 
Wisconsin.
General Geographic Range. £. rusticus is reported from various 
parts of the following states: Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, 
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, 
Arkansas, Texas, Alabama and Tennessee.
Cambarus virilis Hagen
Habitat♦(See PI.VIII) This species is reported as found in 
running streams, ponds and lakes, but principally in running 
streams, although it is sometimes in muddy and stagnant ponds, 
with £. immunis. Harris {'0,p.270) thinks that while this species 
has never been taken from burrows; it is likely that many burrows 
along the bank,just below water level, belong- to it; and, that 
when this species is living under the same conditions as immunis, 
it would behave in the 8>$§)e way. 0. virilis prefers rocky places 
rather than muddy portions in the stream. Harris (*02,p.6) gives 
an account of 0.virilis stones in about six inches of 
running water. In his paper ('00,p.270) he reports it as taken 
from under flat stones, when the stream was frozen.
In the Illinois collections, virilis was usually taken from
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running streams withs and and gravel bottoms. Eight of the 
collection are from S tations A, B,and C? Havana, Illinois. At 
these places the streams are shallow and thickly vegetated. The 
water is clear and the bottoms are of sand and mud. For a full 
description of Havana Stations, see Hart ('95,p.l53). In a few 
instances this species is taken from mid-stream, and in others 
from small muddy streams. With these rare exceptions the des­
cription, on the labels, states that they were taken from swift 
water twelve inches to two feet deep, with rocky, sandy or 
gravelly bottoms.
Life and Seasonal History. Harris ('00,p.270) reports the 
spawning season of C. virilis in the spring. He found no females 
with eggs in the winter. The following records from Michigan are 
given by Pearse ('10,p.l7): Females with eggs were taken April 
14 and 30. The Illinois collections contain females with eggs 
taken on April 14; May 4,5,9, and 12; females with young taken 
May 17,24 and June 20. First form males are present on March 5, 
22;April 14; May 4, and 5. Ho more occur then until June 6, after 
which first forms occur June 18,20,21,24; July 6; August 15,16, 
17,31; September 10, and Uovember 7,21. These records seem to 
indicate that the second moulting season begins about the second 
week in June and ends with December.
Second form males appear— April 15,26; May 4,5,8,9,12; June 
2,6; July 30, 31; August 12,15,16; September 3,18; October 20, 
and December 20. Of the ninty one second form males at hand, 
seventy nine are specimens taken one by one from June 20 to 
December 20. Males freshly moulted into second form occur May 
5,8; December 20; Males moulted into first form June 24;
females freshly moulted appear June 12,24 and October 20. The 13 
December specimens, which remained second form after moulting, 
were regenerating both chelae. This probably explains the 
presence of this form. See Steele ('02,p.42). The Illinois rec­
ords correspond very closely to those of Miss Steele except that 
the time of both moulting seasons is from the middle of April to 
the middle of December instead of April to November. The males 
moult into second form during the spring, and become first form 
again by the autumn exuviation. Copulation takes place during 
the fall and winter months. The young are carried under the 
tail of the mother until able to care for themselves.
Associates. G, virilis is sometimes found associated with 
immunis. At the Havana stations along the Illinois River, 
blandingi acutus is also found in the same habitat. Yirilis and 
immunis seem associated along the Illinois River in the central 
part of the state, and in some small streams tributary to the 
Mississippi in the western portion of Illinois. According to the 
records in the Rock River and Sangamon River, virilis is rather 
abundant; and immunis is entirely wanting. Likewise, in north­
eastern Illinois, there are many records of virilis,with only 
one of immunis at Spring Brook, near Cary, McHenry Co. In the 
Big Vermilion drainage the reverse is true; immunis is abundant 
and virilis is entirely absent. In these cases the two species 
seem complementary. In general, virilis is in permanent running 
streams while immunis is in temporary streams and ponds; virilis 
is among stones and gravel, immunis is in the mud. Even when in 
the same vicinity, these species are usually from different 
habitats in the stream.
Distribution in Illinois (See PI. HV). In speaking of the dis-
tribution of £. virilis, Harris (’00,p.£70) reports this as the 
most widely distributed species of crawfish*of Kansas, as it is 
found in fifteen counties. In Michigan, Pearse ('10,p.l7) records 
it as abundant in the northern part of the state and as probably- 
found all over the state. Virilis is reported, by Hay ('96,p.500)^ 
as confined to the lakes and streams of northern Indiana. Accord­
ing to Steele ('02,p.32).this is the most common species of 
Missouri. It has a wide range and is always in great numbers 
wherever found. Bundy ('77,p.180) reports virilis as the most 
abundant species in Wisconsin, and thinks it will be found in 
all streams of the state.
In the Illinois collections, there are records from more dif­
ferent localities than for any other species yet found in the 
state, but it is found in a less number of important drainage 
systems than are blandingi acutus and propinquus. C. virilis is 
scattered from the northern most part of the state to Cairo, the 
most southern point. It seems however to find its favorite hab­
itats in the northern and central portions of the state; South 
of the Sangamon, upper Kaskaskia, and Embarras drainages, its 
occurrence is very rare, although a few are as far south as 
Cairo on the Ohio River.
General Geographic Range. £. virilis is a western species and 
has a very wide distribution. It is reported from the following 
states Hew York, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iiorth Dakota, 
Wyoming, Canada, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Hebraska, Kansas, 
Missouri, Arkansas, Indian Territory, Texas and Alabama.
Cambarus immunis Hagen
Habitat♦ (See PI.IX). This species is characterized by frequent­
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ing muddy places,such as are found in small streams which often 
dry out in summer,and in roadside pools. It,however,occurs some­
times in permanent streams and rivers. Hay ('96,p.502) reports 
it in great numbers from muddy ponds in early spring. In Mich­
igan,both Pearse and Faxon ('85,p.99) report immunis as taken 
from muddy pools and ditches. Harris ('01,p.187) states that, 
in Kansas,it is found in roadside ditches and ponds in pastures. 
According to Steele ('02,p.25),it is found in ponds and creeks; 
and,in rainy weather,it may be found wandering over the ground.
In Wells Go.,Indiana,Williamson ('07,p.751) mentions this as a 
very common species found in almost every ditch and pool,especial­
ly in small pools formed by the discharge of tile ditches. Forbes- 
(*76,p.4) says,"This is the commonest species of central Illinois. 
It is especially frequent in muddy ponds of the prairies.whence 
it may be drawn by the hundred with a small seine". Forbes,in the 
same paper,gives an account of immunis bearing eggs of Corixa.
Many specimens in the present collection are covered with the 
eggs of this insect. In the Illinois collection.immunis is one of 
the most numerous kinds. Before the Lake Michigan water changed 
conditions.it was obtained at the following stations at Havana 
(For description of stations,see Hart(t95,p.l53)): Station B.the 
springy shore of Quiver Lake with sand and mud bottom,and a coat­
ing of algae on the surface of the water;Station C,on Quiver Lake, 
with thick aquatic vegetation,the bottom on the east side sandy 
and on the west side muddy;Station 3,Peoria Lake,which is occu­
pied with aquatic plants{Station F,Phelps Lake,which is shallow, 
often entirely dry,with muddy stagnant water and with wooded 
shores;Station G,Thompson's Lake,which has considerably aquatic 
vegetation and a muddy bottom;Station K, “lag Lake,which is
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shallow,muddy and thick with floating vegetationjStation L,which 
is an arm of Quiver Lake.lt is shallow *with mud bottom,floating 
vegetation and dead wfcterjand Station H,which is the river below 
Havana. This is the only place that this species is reported from 
the river proper. At this place the river is narrow, its bottom 
is mud over sand at lower levels. There is here little vegetation, 
and is at this point considerable current. C_. immunis is very 
abundant in the vicinity of Charleston, Illinois, and in a col­
lection of about three hundred specimens sent me by T. L. Hankinson 
nearly one hundred prove to be i:..munis. These were taken from 
pools in small streams which otherwise dry out in the summer. Most 
of these are described as having mud or clay bottoms, and as 
having sluggish water. The specimens from southern Illinois were 
also obtained from pools in creeks drying in summer and from 
mud holes in the "bottoms” in Union County. In North Fork of Big 
Vermilion River-llo. 32 on map-immunis was taken from swift water 
with sand and mud bottom. In the Mackinaw River-No. 2 on the map- 
it was taken from swift riffles with sand and gravel bottom. Usual­
ly, however, immunis may be expected in pools or streams with 
mud bottoms and with sluggish waters.
Burrows. Upon the drying of the streams in which immunis is 
found this species resorts to burrowing. Professor Frank Smith 
informs me that when Phelps Lake at Havana was drying in 1894 
there were many crawfishes left in the pools; and, as these be­
came dry, the crawfishes began to burrow, advantage being taken 
of the cracks which the sun made in drying the bottom.
The burrows of immunis are only a means of reaching ground 
water and are not usually as elaborate as those made by the 
typical burrowers. Some, however, have chimneys over them. The
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method of construction of the burrow, as described by Professor
Prank Smith is given in my account of 0. diogenes. Williamson 
('07,p.751) seems to think that immunis is in a quiescent state 
while in the burrows.
Life and Seasonal History. Females bearing eggs are reported by 
Pearse Pl0,p.l9) at Ann Arbor, Michigan, April 18. Herrick 
('96,p.217) describes a number of females taken from a pond at 
Ann Arbor on November 16, when the ice was beginning to form, as 
in the berry stage. That is to say, some eggs were found in the 
early stage of development. From Kansas, Harris ('02,p.6) reports 
specimens taken April 1, in which some females were carrying 
eggs. Williamson ('07,p.752) found females with eggs March 26, 
April 8, April 13. Males first form, April 13, May 18, June 7, 10. 
Males second form April 13, April 18, May 18 and October 1. In 
our Illinois collection, females with eggs were taken, March to 
April, March 7, March 21,29 and April 24. The smallest female 
bearing eggs being only 45 mm.long. Very young specimens fifteen 
to twenty mm. in length were taken April 24, Jzzne 7, June 12, 28, 
and September 17.
First form males were taken January 18; February 25j March 5; 
April 14; May 12,15,17,25; June 6,12,17,20; July 2,4,5,16,17,28, 
30; August 16,20,30; September 10,29; October 21; ilovember 3.
The smallest was 40 mm. in length.
Males of second form occur January 18,25; February 24,25; March 
10J April 15,17,26; May 4,6,11,14,16,24; June ^,,5,17,25,26,27; July 
3,4,7,8,13,18,28,29; August 8,20; September 27; November 10,1, .
Two second form males were taken January 18. These were regenerat­
ing chelae and this doubtless accounts for this form. (See Steele, 
'02,p.42). Second forms taken December 23, were only 25 to 35 mm.
18long and were probably spring forms.
Freshly Moulted Forms: Males which had recently moulted into 
first forms appear, May 15,17,25; June 12 and September 10; those 
which had moulted into second form occur, May 4, May 6,11,15,21; 
July 13,28. Freshly moulted females occur May 9; June 6; Septem­
ber 10,27. The newly moulted specimens were principally from the 
vicinity of Charleston, so that the seasonal variation cannot 
be attributed to difference of latitude. The large variability 
exists among individuals from the central belt of the state. The 
dates on which first and second form males occur seem to indicate 
that the moulting seasons overlap and that those animals which 
are second form as early as the last week of January pass through 
their second moult as early as the middle of May. The dates on 
which moulting females occur, marks their moulting season at 
least a month earlier than oropinquus and other forms of the 
state. The time of spawning shown by the Illinois and other 
records is also very variable. There is no direct evidence to 
account for the apparent irregularity of habit of immunis. It may 
be due, however, to the habitats in which it is found. If in a 
permanent stream or pool, the seasonal changes may take place 
normally. If forced by drought to burrow, they may be delayed 
and this fact may cause the seeming abnormality. Williams on's 
('07,p.751) belief that this form passes into a state of torpid­
ness while in the burrow, may be well founded. This process 
would naturally interfere with the seasonal habits. £. immunis 
on the other hand may be like £. bartoni in that it has no fixed 
seasonal periods. This form presents, in its life history, a 
problem for investigation.
Relative Abundamee of: M ales and F emales. In the Illinois col-
lection, there are one hundred seventy females, and two hundred 
males: Of the males one hundred thirty are second form. Of these 
males, forty are less than 40 mm. in length. These numbers, 
however, leave a majority of second forms over first forms. Ho 
record was made of very small individuals.
Distribution in Illinois. PI.XVI. immunis has a wide dis­
tribution in the State. The records show that it is found in 
every important drainage system, except lake Michigan and the 
Rock River. It is usually found in very small tributary brooks 
and ponds. Sometimes it is in permanent bodies of water.
General Geographic Range. It is found in the following states: 
Hew York, Alabama, Mexico, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, Uebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Wyoming.
Cambarus blandingi acutus Girard 
Habitat. This is one of the most widely distributed of all 
crawfishes of the state and is generally abundant. It is found 
under a great variety of conditions. In speaking of the habits of 
this form, Hay ('96,p.482) states that it "is to be looked for in 
almost any character of surroundings". Usually, however, they 
occur in running water where there is an abundant supply of 
vegetation. Williamson (’07,p.749) reports that this blandingi 
acutus finds its most congenial environment in the woodland 
swamps, though it frequents ditches and creeks. Bundy ('82,p.180) 
found this form in marsh ditches in company with obesus. According 
to Abbott ('73,p.80), it is found in lew Jersey, in running 
streams which have abundant vegetation. The animals when molested 
seek shelter at the roots of plants. Taxon ('85,p.22) reports 
that P.H.Uhler finds blandingi acutus in the lowlands at the 
mouths of sluggish rivers, or near the ocean in muddy and grassy
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ditches, in drains and even in salt water in company with £.
Uhleri. Our Illinois collection contains it from nearly every 
kind of environment possible to the life of a crawfish. blandin­
gi acutus was taken from Stations G, D, E, F, G, and H, at 
Havana. All of these places had a dense aquatic or marsh vegeta­
tion except station E. The bottoms at these stations are described 
as of either sand or mud (See Hart 195,p.l53). This species is 
very abundant at these places. In the same localities are virilis 
oropinquus. diogenes and immunis. The latter is perhaps the most 
numerous except blandingi acutus. £. blandingi acutus has been 
taken from many prairie streams throughout the state. It is often 
spoken of as the species common to the prairie streams. It seems 
to make little difference whether these are sluggish with mud 
bottoms, or swift and rocky. A sluggish prairie stream, with 
mud bottom and no stones flows near the University. Sewage empties 
into this stream, which makes it almost unfit for life. Blandingi 
acutus is common in this stream. Professor Prank Smith tells me 
that one of the places where it is most certain to be found is in 
old tin cans which have been thrown into the stream. It is a 
shelter seeking species. In addition to the habitats described 
above, blandingi acutus has been taken from stagnant ponds, rivers 
mudholes on the bottoms in Union Go., Illinois, lakes^sloughs, 
swamps and marshes. Of the latter regions, Cypress Swamps in 
southern Illinois, and Skokie Marsh in Northern Illinois are 
representative. (See Baker '10,pp.455-456). Both of these 
locations are in wooded regions. In Skokie Marsh, blandingi acutus 
is reported from Station V,a forested area,with the ground 
covered with leaves, dead twigs and old logs, and from Station 
VII, a marshy pond covered by a rank growth of Iris and Typha. It
j r ~ *is also found at Station XIX. This station"is well stocked with 
plant life" and during the spring is filled with water 18 inches 
deep. "In summer, the water evaporates and the ground becomes 
hard and sun baked. The mollusks bury themselves in the mud cracks 
and under leaves and in crawfish chimneys." As the only crawfishes 
found were blandingi acutus.the chimneys were probably due to 
them. Williamson ('07,p.749) mentions the presence of G. acutus 
in swamps and reports that on September 9 not an individual was 
found in the open water but that sixty specimens were taken from 
burrows.
Description of the Burrows. Williamson describes the burrows 
as being short and of large diameter. closed with a flattened 
mound of mud. The direction is oblique or horizontal for a short 
distance and then is vertical. While the depth varies, the aver­
age depth is two feet. The burrows are near the water and are 
filled with it to within a few inches of the top. The water con­
tained dragon fly larvae and other food. In the congenial habitat 
of a swamp, this species is found in the burrows in pairs. Only 
females, however, are found in the burrows along the banks of 
the creek. The burrows in the swamp were probably not due to the 
disappearance of water, but were a provision for mating and 
spawning. There seem then to be two reasons for the burrows of 
blandingi acutus-that <#‘ reaching water represented by the example 
of Skokie Marsh and for the purpose of breeding given by William­
son for the typical form, acutus.
Life and Seasonal History. Williamson ('07,p.749) gives an 
account of a female of C. acutus. in Wells County, Indiana, carry­
ing young on March 26 and 28, and a female with eggs on Septem­
ber 9. It was also found in pairs in a burrow September 9. This
22seems to be the time for mating. First form males were taken 
April 27; and recently moulted individuals were found April 27 
and 29. In the Illinois collection, the first form males are 
found on February, March 9,24; April; June 6,12,25; July 5,30; 
August 4,14,18; September 10J October 2,5,21,22; November 18. The 
smallest first form specimen is 47 mm. long the largest is 105 
mm. in length. Second form males occur-April 23,24; May 4, May to 
Junel, June 2; July 3,4,17; August 3,11; October 20; January 15, 
1912. The largest second form male is 108 mm. in length. Second 
forms 35 mm. to 42 mm. long were taken September 24; October 20; 
February 26; October 4 and November 4. Two males, second form, 
were taken July 30, these were both regenerating chelae and 
would no doubt remain second form for several moults. Steele 
('02^.42) found this to be the case for C. virilis;and, in the 
Illinois collection, in every case where a male was regenerating 
both chelae it was second form, regardless of the time of year.
Dr. Chas. Zeleny gave me some living specimens of blandingi
wacutus which he collected in the flrainageA at Urbana, Illinois,
of the air
January 15, 1912. The temperature^was several degrees below zero. 
There are six females and five males second form*these are about 
50 mm. long. A female with young was taken April 4. Freshly moult­
ed males occur June 12, August 14; October 20. These were all
'
first form after moulting. Afreshly moulted female was taken 
October 21. From these dates the moulting season seems to be about 
the same as in propinouus. The first moulting season must be 
over about the first of May,and the second begins about the 
second week of June. The largest specimen in the collection is 
a female 120 mm. in length. Second forms of this species like 
diogenes may be found the year around. In this collection they
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are present in every month.
Distribution in Illinois. C_. blandangl acutus is represented in 
thirty two counties of Illinois. It is the only species which 
is found in all the drainage systems of the state. In a few in­
stances it is in the main rivers, but it is usually in tributaries 
ana generally in very small ones.
General Geographic Range. C. blandgngi acutus is reported from 
the following states: Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Alabama, 
Missouri, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas and Indian 
Territory.
Cambarus bartoni rebustus Girard
Habitat and Distribution (P1.XV11I). This species lives chiefly 
in streams of running water and occasionally in burrows. Ortmann 
('06,p.415) describes robustus as like the typical bartoni in 
frequenting rough, rocky, streams, but as unlike in preferring to 
live farther down the course ohan in the very small head waters. 
"Since these parts are always supplied with water, extensive 
burrows are unnecessary, and I have never observed any with regular 
chimneys." The only description of a chimney for this species is 
by Shufeldt (* 96) and this is considered an error by Ortmann 
(*06,p.416). In giving an account of robustus Pearse (’10 p.19) 
reports it from brooks in Southern Michigan, among stones in 
rapidly flowing streams and not infrequently from burrows in 
the ground. Dr. C. C. Adams informs me that at Ann Arbor, Michigan 
robustus was found abundantly in a small stream a few feet wide, 
(for photograph of this stream see Dawson 'll. Pigs.3,4 and 5) 
and that its burrows were made under stones in the stream. These 
were shallow and could be detected by the little pile of soil be*-
l ■ — ........... -........ - I
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side of the stone.
In our Illinois collection, there are only four specimens and 
these are from Quincy. Ho stream was given,therefore,it is fair­
ly safe to infer that they, are from some small stream heading 
towards the Mississippi River bluffs. Faxon (*85,p.61) reports 
robustus from Decatur. These were probably taken from a small 
tributary of the Sangamon,which extends back into the bluffs along 
the river.
Life and Seasonal History. Of the life history,Ortmann '
('06,p.488) states that"it is probably identical with the typical 
form". His observations tend to show no marked seasonal periods. 
Males of first form were captured May 27,'04;July 11,'05;August 
22, '05;September 18,'00;October 4,6,’04;and November 14,'03. The 
smallest male of first form was 63 mm. long. Males of second form 
were taken in May,June,July,August,Septerber,and Octeber. Copula­
tion was never observed. A female with eggs was taken July 11,and 
young specimens less than 20 mm. long were oaken May 27. Many 
specimens 9-16 mm. in length were taken August 27. Ortmann has 
no records for February,March,and April. Ghidester (*08,p.710) 
in his description of the activities of barton! in aquaria,reports 
that night and day observations showed that copulation was fre­
quent in the fall and winter up to February 1. When discussing 
the typical bartoni.Ortmann ('06,p.486) reports that the first 
form males were found in every month except January and February. 
Chidester observed it in January,so that only February remains 
without observations. I can find no statement by Ghidester to 
the effect that the form had changed.
Food. Ghidester ('08,p.710) describes his experiments on the 
food habits of bartoni. He fed it a variety of fresh plant and
a iiaal foods, also decaying food. Although crawfishes are common­
ly supposed to be omnivorous, they take fresh food more readily 
than decaying, eating the former after having rejected the latter. 
It was found that they would capture and eat tadpoles, but 
Chidester doubted whether this happens frequently, since the tad­
poles go to deep water at night and the crawfishes come into 
shallow water. The main activity of the crawfish is at night. It 
is at this time that they secure most of .their food. After feeding 
Chidester found that the crav-.-Cfish remains quiet for a time, 
directly proportional to the amount of food taken. The crawfishes 
sought shelter during the day in a sand and mud bank, always keep­
ing the head towards the entrance. This corresponds to the habit 
of the burrowing species which remain at the entrance in watch 
for prey. Chidester supplemented his laboratory experiments with 
observations in nature and concludes that bartoni acts normally 
in confinement. These observations, although made on bartoni, 
will probably hold for robustus.
Animal Associates: Williamson ('Ol.p.ll.) shows a definite down
stream arrangement of several forms of crawfishes. In the head-Pennsylvania
waters of Squaw Run,Allegheny Co .A. bartoni is found; farther down 
the stream, robustus and an occasional proinnquus (aobscurus 
Ortmann '06,p.415, also Ortmann '05,p.387) appear and as one- 
goes farther down stream, bartoni disappears, then robustus; 
finally, the only remaining species is propinquus (-obscurus). It 
is interesting to note that in Illinois propinquus, which be­
longs to the same group as C. obscurus has been taken from the 
same locality as robustus.Pearse ('10,p.l9) reports propinquus 
from small brooks in company with robustus. I have also learned 
from Dr. C. C. Adams that at Ann Arbor robustus is associated
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with the Miller*8 thumb, Cottu.3 bairdi Girard , and the mussels 
Ala, madontr; oaloeola, Lea and Anodontc . des Copussanoia..us Lea, 
also the Blao/-wing Dragonfly, Calopteryx fflaoalata. Beauv., and 
thst these are very characteristic animals of small streams.
General Geographic Range. lew York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, 
Illinois, Michigan, Canada, Virginia, and Tennessee.
Cambarus bartoni Fabr. brevis Rietz _
Hab 1 tat and Distributicn(PI. AVAj-j.^. Hay ('96,p.489) reports 
this species in caves with the true cave crawfish, £. pellucidus. 
He says, "In fact the largest and best developed specimens I have 
ever taken have been in limestone caves of Southern Indiana". He 
thinks it may be expected in almost any spring or clear running 
stream.
Banta ('07,p.73) found bartoni brevis abundant in running water, 
in small streams in the neighborhood of springs, and in shallow 
rocky pools. It burrows under the rocks in the head waters. He 
found it general in caves. In the Twin and Donaldson's Spring 
Caves at Mitchell, Indiana, they were numerous at the twilight 
region near the entrance of the caves and often got well into the 
caves. They were very abundant in the open portion of the stream 
between the caves. The stream at this place is swift and cold. The 
bed of the stream is strewn with limestone rocks. He found 
occasional specimens in Mayfield's Cave. The individuals of the 
caves were found to have antennae 11.89$ longer than the same 
species taken above ground. There was also a difference in pig­
mentation. The cave forms were lighter. These are constant and 
characteristic differences between the cave and surface forms.
In the Illinois collection only one specimen of this species 
has occurred. It vras taken from a spring branch, Hardin County,
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Illinois. It was from the upper course of the stream at the big 
spring head. This habitat corresponds closely to one form of hab­
itat described by Hay and Banta. Dr. G. C. Adams has Williamson's 
collection of Indiana crawfishes and among these are specimens 
from the university farm at Mitchell, Indiana. The caves of South­
ern Illinois have never been carefully investigated, but this and 
other cave forms will probably be found there sometime. The habitao 
of bartoni brevis is very much like that of the typical form, and 
it is a question whether special collection would not.bring out 
the latter in Illinois, since robustus and brevis both occur here.
General Geographic Range. This is reported from Indiana and 
Illinois. This variety may be found in Kentucky and Virginia but 
no definite reports have been made.
Carnbarus argillicola Faxon
Habitat. Carnbarus argillicola is a typical burrowing species 
and builds chimneys over its burrows. Williamson ('07,p.762) re­
ports this species from the cooler subterranean waters of thickets 
and woodlands. It is taken from pools in the woods. He has found 
many large pincers while tramping through the woods in search of 
hawks nests. At Detroit, Michigan, (Faxon !85,p.76) types of this 
species were dug out of burrows in blue clay. The burrows were 
from three to five feet deep, and terminated in a pocket containing 
v/ater. Just above the water line was an enlargement forming a 
shelf on which the animal rested. In Michigan, Pearse, f'10,p.20) 
reports argillicola as a burrower, which builds mud chimneys. He 
states that it frequents small ponds, and ditches in the woods.
The Illinois records, for argillicola are very limited. Faxon 
('90,p.624) reports it in the lowlands bordering the Wabash River
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at York, Clark County, Illinois. He states that they were taken 
from "burrows 18 inches to two feet deep. These contained six inches 
to one foot of water. The chimneys were about five inches high.
The soil consisted of blue clay mixed with sand, and gravel. In the 
Illinois collections only one specimen of argillicola has been 
found. It was a female 71 mm. in length. The only data is that it 
is from Illinois.
Life and Seasonal History. C. argillicola has beei^reported 
with eggs and young at the following times. At Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
Pearse (’10,p.20) records females with eggs almost ready to hatch 
on April 8, and females with youn^April 14. Hay ('96,p.493) took 
a female with young April 2. The following records are given by 
Williamson ('07,p.762). females with eggs April 1 and 8. "emales 
with eggs beginning to hatch April 1. "’emales with young April 18.
Prom the present data.it seems that _- llioola corresponds to
diogenes and propinquus as to breeding seasons. I can find no 
reports as to the dates of copulation.
Distribution in Illinois.(PI.XIX). From the present records.no 
new localities can be added. It no doubt occurs in other lowlands 
than those about York,Illinois.but its habitat has not been suf­
ficiently investigated. Its distribution either is more limited 
than that of other species or it must frequent open water much 
less .which would account for its rareness in this collection.
General leorraohic Range. Canada,Michigan,Ohio,Indiana,Illinois, 
Horth Carolina,Mississippi,Louisiana,and Texas.
Cambarus diogenes Girard
Habitat (Pl.l). This species surpasses all others in the habit 
of burrowing. xt is described by other investigators,as found in
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meadows,marshes,and along the hanks of streams,and ditah.es. The 
burrows are often at some distance from streams. They are charac­
terized by the presence of chimneys or piles of soil around the 
mouths of the holes. Faxon('85,p.71) reports diogenes as taken 
from meadows and clay bottoms. In Pennsylvania,Ortmann (’06,p.417) 
states that C.diogenes haunts springs to a certain extent. It is 
usually,however,at places where a spring or stream forms a swamp, 
or in swampy ground bordering a ditch or stream. This species is 
found in the border,rather than in the soft mud of the swamp;and 
at low elevations where the water has no currenijfe.nd is often stag­
nant. According bo Pearse (,10,p.20),in Michigan,this is the chief 
burrowing species. Its holes and chimneys are found along river 
banks,as well as in meadows and marshes. They are often some dis­
tance from any open water. Harris ('03,p.603) writes that in Xan- 
sas diogenes is most frequently found in low places. Its presence 
is indicated by the large number of mud chimneys found,about a 
foot in height. The chimneys are sometimes scattered over several 
acres surrounding some sluggish stream,ditch,brook,or low moist 
area. Tarr (’84,p.l£7) found it near Washington,D.C. between two 
hills at an elevation of one hundred feet above the river,and 
at a distance of one mile from the river. He reports that the 
mounds were found on the banks of a small stream,,and also in the 
adjoining meadow,at a distance of ten yards from the ibcd/sTTfflSn. 
Williamson (,07,p»760) found diogenes in the open fields of low­
land districts. When the burrows were made in higher and less 
moist locations,the chimneys were lower,less perfect,and some­
times lacking. Hay (*96,p.491) states that they make chimneys, 
in Indiana*
In Illinois.specimens collected by Dr.C .C*Adams were taken from
burrows (Plate X ) along a sandy beach on the east shore of
Quiver Lake at Havana, PLlinois. The burrows were in the willow
zone and extended back from the lake on an open, sandy, and
partially shaded beach. Here chimneys abounded. Mr. T. L. Han-Charleston»
kinson, from the Eastern Illinois llormal School,^has collected 
a number of diogenes in that vicinity. Some of these specimens 
I have examined. Mr. Hankinson reports this as the com non burrow- 
er of the forested regions. The State Laboratory Collections 
were made principally during the early spring, when this species 
is to be expected in the streams. They were taken from the wood­
ed regions, where there is an overflow during high water. Some 
specimens were taken from burrows on the mud flat at Station E, 
Station C and Station H, at Havana. For a description of these 
Stations, see Hart('95,p .153).
Description of the Burrows. A good account of the burrows is 
given by Girard (*52,p.88)*. He describes the holes at the surface 
as from seven tenths to one and one half inches in diameter.
The depth and shape of the burrows varies with the location. 
However, they terminate in a flask shaped enlargement in which 
the animal is found. The bottom of the burrows is filled with 
water or soft pulpy mud. According to Girard's description, 
there are no subterranean communications between the burrows.
The only means of escape is towards the surface. One burrow, 
however, may have several surface openings. It may also have a 
*Rathbun ('93,p.812) Quotes Girard for diogenes but calls it 
bartoni. This is a mistake, perhaps due to the fact that Abbott 
('73,p.8S) gives a wrong impression of Hagen's statement (Hagen 
'70,0.82-.). Girard's treatment of diogenes is correct.
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number of side branches. Each biirrow Is inhabited by a single 
individual. Ho two channels meet unless the area is very crowded, 
then an accidental intersection may take place, and each animal 
remain in its own appartment. Girard reports that in the spring 
and fall chimneys are built over the holes. The maximum height 
is one foot. The chimneys are circularly pyramidal in shape. They 
are constructed of lumps of mud. The outside is rough. The cement- 
ing is a result of the soil being brought up wet. The finishing 
touch is the closing of the aperture, which is done by means of 
several balls of earth brought up from beneath. Ortmann {'06tp.4I7) 
found that old holes are used by young individuals, in case the 
ground becomes crowded. He finds that the depth varies with the 
distance from groun water. Each burrow is inhabited by a single 
individual except under two conditions; first, in case of mating 
and second, when young are with the mother. The burrows from 
which Hr. C. C. Adams secured specimens at Quiver Lake, Havana, 
Illinois, were from five to fifteen inches in depth. In some 
instances the crawfish was taken from a pocket containing about 
two inches of water. In others the pockets contained merely 
moist or wet sand. The heights of the chimneys varied (See Pl.X). 
They were made of pellets of sand which were still moist. This 
showed that the burrowing had probably been done during the pre­
vious night, and had not dried at 10 These observations
were made on August 14, and represent the time of fall house 
cleaning. The chimney over a hole one and one half inches in 
diameter was made of pellets one half inch in diameter; that over 
a hole three fourths inch in diameter was made of pellets one 
fourth inch in diameter. The size of the pellets could be dis­
tinguished in many of the chimneys. In no place was there more
than one individual in a hole. Professor Prank Smith informs.me 
that in his work at Douglas Lake, Michigan, he found diogenes 
in a location very much like the one described above. The burrows 
were six to fifteen inches deep in the sandy beach. This made 
the individuals very easy to secure. Some burrows contained 
females and their young, but none contained males and females. 
After digging out a considerable number of specimens, Professor 
Smith could tell, from the external appearance, which burrows 
contained males, and which contained females. The burrows of the 
females were more extensive; and, doubtless, for this reason,had 
the larger chimneys over them. Tarr('84,p.l27)thinks that the 
depth of the burrows varies with the distance from the stream.
He states that "burrows near the stream were less than six inches 
deep and there was a gradual increase as the distance from the 
stream became greater". He gives figures of the mounds. These 
also vary with the depth of the burrow.
Construction of the burrow. The descriptions of the methods 
of construction of the burrows and chimneys, vary in the accounts 
of different authors. Ortmann ('06,p.417)quotes from Abbott as 
follows: Diogenes come out of its hole "bearing on the back of 
its right claw a ball of clayey mud, which, by a dexterous tilt 
of the claw, was placed on the rim of the chimney". Ortmann thinks 
this description was founded upon correct observation, but only 
upon the final act. He also thinks that the old observation of 
Godman*(1833(1842)p.293)that C-. bartoni brings out"an armful of 
rubbish and throws it over the side of the cell and down the
*1 have not been able to secure either Abbott's or Godman's 
article, so have taken the quotation from Ortmann.
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33stream ", should be quoted. Although, for a different species, 
it applies to chimney builders in general. Ortmann's observations
withconfirm this method of carrying dirt. He, however, agrees^Abbott 
in that the pellets are pushed into position by the back of the 
claw. Professor Frank Smith has observed G. immunis in the act 
of burrowing. He tells me that, in this species, the animal 
brings the earth out, holding it with the chelae crossed, and 
pressing it between them and the ventral surface of the body, 
about the region of the mouth. This description agrees with that 
made by Ortmann for G. diogenes. This is probably the method 
used for all species which burrow.
Use of Chimneys. There is a diversity of opinion concerning the
purpose of the chimney and the sealing of the burrow. These are
two habits common to all burrowing crawfish. Tarr ('85,p.127)
thinks that the chimneys are simply a result of digging. Abbott
when
('84,p .1157)quotes Tarr andadds„"I am convinced that the craw-
A
fish builds his chimney or tower, that he f>ten studies the 
locality with care and builds to suit the chosen site". He gives 
as a reason for his conclusion, the case of perfect chimneys on 
the sides of a ditch. If not designed, he thinks the dirt would 
roll down into the ditch. Shufeldt, Harris and Ortmann all seem 
to indorse the view of Tarr. Harris(*01,p.187), in speaking of 
immunis, gives the opinion that the chimneys are simply accident­
al and that the rolling into the ditch is impossible when the 
mud is wet. Ortmann('06,p.421)gives the following reasons for his 
belief— "According to my observations, well built chimneys are 
rather scarce compared with the total number of holes existing in 
a particular locality. In the majority of cases only., more or less 
irregular, and shapeless mud piles are found at the mouths of
the holes, and it is only under certain favorable conditions that 
they assume the shape of "chimneys". These conditions occur when 
the upper part of the hole is more or less vertical (PI.XL.Pig. 9 £tt 
A;Pl.XLI.Fig.2 at C;Figs.7 and 8),so that there is opportunity 
for the crawfish, in bringing up the pellets of mud, to deposit 
them rather uniformly all around the rim of the chimney"."If, 
however, the mouth of the burrow opens in a slanting direction 
or horizontally, more or less one-sided mud-piles will be the 
result". Much also depends upon the character of the soil. Fresh 
clay forms the best material. Better chimneys result from a new­
ly dug burrow, than from cleaning an old one, because the dirt 
is firmer. This is why yorng Individuals construct neater chimneys 
than old ones.
Sealing the Burrows. As to the sealing of the burrow, Abbott 
('84,p .1157)believes that it is merely a accidental falling in 
of the upper parts of trie chimney. On the hand, Girard ('52,p.88) 
regards this as the finishing touch of the chimney. To the best 
of my knowledge, the latter view is held by all other investigat­
ors. Ortmann('06,p.422)states that,"In the fall the stooper is 
made rather substantially and fills the uoper end of :the hole 
for a distance of six to ten inches, and, such a filling cannot 
be accounted for by accidental falling in".(See Ortrcann PI.XL,, 
Fig.9b and D). Sealed burrows are found chiefly in the fall and 
spring.
Activity of Crawfish. That the main activity of the crawfish 
is at night is evidenced by the observations, made by Dr. C. C. 
Adams, of the fresh moist pellets in the morning. Hay('96,p .491) 
reports that they move chiefly at night, though occasionally in 
daytime. The main seasonal activity of the crawfish, is in the
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spring and fall, when there is a general houseeleaning. The 
observations, made at Havana, Illinois seem to indicate that this 
may begin as early as the middle of August. The young diogenes 
are active all summer, in making homes for themselves. William- 
son(*07,p.760) reports that in early spring the largest males 
come out to wander about the ditches, over fields and highways. 
They seek no concealment, but fall prey to the raccoon, pig or 
crow.
Life and Seasonal History. At Ann Arbor, Michigan, Pearse('10, 
p .20)reports a female of C. diogenes carrying young, June 16,'05; 
and two pairs copulating, in White Pigeon River April 13. Harris 
('00,p.267)secured a female with eggs on May 3. He thinks the 
eggs passed through most of the stages of development while in 
the burrow. Prom Pennsylvania, Ortmann (*06,p,480)gives records 
of females with eggs found on April 6, 19; May 2,14,21,22,27. 
Female with newly hatched young were taken on May 21; June 2. 
Young were found in the holes with the mouther, June 13,15;
July 16,and 19. According to Hay, ('96,p .491)from thirty five 
specimens taken April 2, 29 were males, and 6 were females. These 
were in copulation. The eggs were laid April 18-30. Williamson 
(*07,p.760)reports a female with eggs on May 22; and females with 
newly hatched young May 25, June 9 and 10. The latter were taken 
at the surface of the burrows. Williamson believes they were 
at the surface in order to regulate the temperature for the 
young, as a rain had caused a drop in temperature in the burrows 
at the time of observation. Bundy('77,p. )gives an account of 
a female with eggs nearly ready to hatch January 1,1875. The 
observations made by Ortmann tend to place the time of copulation 
from August to llovember. In the Illinois collection, there are
_____________________ _____ ________________ ______
females bearing eggs taken on April 20 and April 24. They were 
taken from burrows at Stations C and S at Havana, Illinois. A 
female with young was secured on May 24. This seems to indicate 
that the eggs are laid and hatched; and the young are cared for 
in the burrow of the female until they can burrow for themselves. 
Ortmann('06,p .480)observed that first form males are frequent in 
March, April, May, and that some are present June 15. Then no 
more are present until July 20, after which first form males 
appear regularly. He found males of second form throughout all 
the year as frequently as first forms. This may be due to the 
fact that diogenes reaches sexual maturity later than river forms. 
In the Illinois collections, first form males appear on March 25; 
April 20; August 17; September 10; and October 2. The smallest 
first form male is fifty eight ram. long. The largest is 130 mm. 
in length. Second form males occur on April 14,16;July 2;August 
14. The latter are only 40-46 mm. long and would probably change 
into first form sometime during autumn. As to the dates of moult­
ing of this species, I have no further .records.
Distribution in Illinois.(PI .XIX, ) The present Illinois col­
lections contain only fifty three specimens of £. diogenes.
These, however, are from ten different counties of the state. The 
present records together with those of former writers show definite­
ly that diogenes is found in sixteen counties of Illinois. In 
several instances, it is near the line separating two counties,
so that it doubtless occurs in others besides these sixteen. A
Acomparison of the distribution^map(?l.AIX.)and the forest map of 
Illinois(Barrows'10,p.69)shows that it is found in wooded regions 
through which a stream flows.
General Geographic Range. C_. diogenes is very widely distribut­
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ed, and is the best studied crawfish in the United States. It 
is found in the following states: Delaware, 1lew Jersey, Pennsyl­
vania; Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, llorth Carolina, Miss­
issippi, Louisiana, Arkansas; Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, 
Missouri, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Wyoming and Colorado.
Cambarus gracilis Bundy
Habitat (PI.XI.). Authorities in general agree that Cambarus 
gracilis is a typically burrowing species of the prairie^and is 
found along water courses in early spring.
Hoy reports it from burrows in clay on the prairies near Racine, 
Wisconsin. According to Harristl05.p.603)gracilis is generally 
reported as an inhabitant of a prairie regions. It is a chimney 
builder and remains in the burrows, at all times of the year 
except during a very short period in early spring. The burrows 
are often a long distance from any permanent body of water.
Steele(’02,p.9)gives an account of burrows which are out on the 
prairie,some distance from a stream, along a newly graded road.
The burrows were dug out and they were found to descend vertically 
for about four feet. The main tunnel was from one to one and one 
half inches in diameter. At the termination was a flashed shaped 
enlargement, about six inches in diameter. The lowlands, in which 
gracilis lives, are not infrequently flooded; and, according to 
Harrisf'00,p.265),at such times the animals emerge from the bur­
rows. Upon subsidence of the water, they are found wandering over 
the surface of the ground. The burrows of C_. gracilis are con­
structed in the same manner as those of G_. diogenes; and the 
animal remains in them all the year except during a short time 
in the spring.
Puroose of the Burrow. Concerning the purpose of the burrows,
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H a r r i s ('03,p.603)states,"That the burrows are not for retreats 
while the eggs are being hatched has been conclusively shown.
That they serve as a place of protection against enemies has been 
suggested; and, while it cannot be stated that the burrowing 
species are not better protected against animal enemies than are 
open water forms, this cannot be the primary purpose of the bur­
row. The burrows are almost invariably described as extending to 
the water in the soil, and while the water in the enlargement is 
usually muddy, it enables the animal to keep its gills wet". In 
the same article Harris says,"Females of 0. gracilis have some­
times been found in open ponds in early spring with a few young, 
and it may be that the young leave the parents immediately after 
they quit the burrow". Again Harris('00,p.265) and (’03,p.100) 
makes mention of this occasional occurrence of females of 
gracilis and says,"This makes it seem altogether probable that 
those females, without young, have lost them before or immediate­
ly upon taking to open water". Steele('02,p.9)on this same point 
gives the following report,"_C. gracilis is one of the burrowing 
species and is seldom found except during February and March, 
then females come from burrows along the banks of creeks and 
ponds out into the -water with their newly hatched young. By the 
latter part of March the adults have returned to their burrows. 
The young, however, may still be found in the open water during 
April and May". From these observations I fail to see how Harris 
justifies his conclusion that the burrows are not for retreats 
while the eggs are hatched. These records seem to show that the 
eggs are hatched in the burrov/s, and that the young are cared 
for there until time or nearly time for them to leave the mother. 
Thus the burrows may be of as much use for a retreat during the
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hatching of young and for protection, as for reaching water to 
keep the gills wet. In temporary streams, and out upon the prairie 
away from-streams the burrows are probably necessary to reach 
water. In case of iminunis. Harris's conclusion is no doubt correct 
since this species burrows only when there is a drying up of its 
habitat.
Life, Seasonal History and Dis tribution. (PI. jui. t That C . 
gracilis spends almost the whole year in burrows is evident. It 
is doubtless due to this habit that it is difficult to obtain 
the males, which probably spend more time in the burrows than the 
females. This is a possible explanation of the apparent scarcity 
of males. Harris(*00,p.265)reports that females appeared in a 
pond in Kansas on March 13, males not until April 15; at which 
time only one was secured. At the same time, he mentions the 
appearance of young in the spring before that of adults. According 
to the report of Steele (*02,p.9)only two adult males were ob­
tained in Missouri from any stream collection. She, however, 
finds that among very small specimens the males are as numerous 
as females. She found one female wandering over the ground in 
July, and two males were taken from their burrows in August,
Paxon (*85,p .58)speaki of the scarcity of males and mentions 
that Mr. Garman during the examination of hundreds of specimens, 
did not find a dozen males.
Our Illinois collection is an exception to the general rule. 
Prom a collection of seventy six specimens, twenty two are males 
and eight of these are second form(<6etermined by Ortmann). This
is the first time so far as I can learn, that the second form 
has been reported. A description and photograph of it are given
in the present paper( . Pl.I).
The records at hand are as follows: Normal, Illinois— February 
1882; four first form males, length 60-73 mm.; Three females, 
length 55-75 mm.: March ana April, 1882, 19 females, length 60- 
90 mm.: March 11, 1878, one male I, length 60 mm.: March 24, 1883,
13 females, length 65-70 mm,: April 11-27, 1879, three males I, 
length 60-65 ram. The latter were hadly preserved so I could not 
tell to which form they belonged; June 10, 1884, only front 
portion of the body, that is, head and chelae were present; 
therefore, the sex could not be determined: No date, three males 
first form, length 65-70 mm.; May 1875, one female, length 65 mm, 
and one male first form, length 75 mm.; April 1884, one male II 
length 60 mm. The collections of Normal were all made by Professor 
5. A. Forbes. He informs me that all the -racilis which he col- 
leeted from that place were taken from streams, in the spring, 
with the possible exception of the June specimens.
Urbana--Spring of 1888-one first form male, length 73 mm. The 
habitat of this was not described but it was probably taken from 
a small stream: May 8, 1888, one male first form, length 72 mm.: 
May 28, one male first form, length 81 mm.
Muncie, Illinois— April 20, 1911, a young female, 36 ram. in 
length, and one male, second form 32 ram. long. These were taken 
in a small stream, Stony Greek, on a rocky shoal.
Mt. Carmel, Illinois— 1877, from Nr. Schneck, 15 females 30- 
42 mm. long and six males second form, 35-42 mm. long. A definite 
date does not accompany these specimens; but, through the kind­
ness of Professor Forbes, I have access to their correspondence. 
The letter from Schneck after the crawfishes were named is dated 
June £0,'77. Statements in another letter dated the preceeding 
January make it safe to say that the collections were made be-
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tween January 17 and the middle of June. In this same collection 
there are specimens of immunis and bland in,? i acutus. and these 
males are all second form. The large number of specimens in the 
collection, the season and the different species present, make
it seem probable that they were taken from streams. Professor
clForbes suggests^the region is one that is flooded in the spring 
and that these were probably taken after a subsidence of water.
Pekin, Illinois— -September 10, 1877, one female 71 mm. long.
This was obtained in the same collection with blandingi acutus 
and propinquus, so that it was undoubtedly taken from a stream.
The records seem to indicate that second forms may be expected 
to appear in the spring, as is the case in diogehes and propinquus
However, since the smallest first form male and the largest 
second form male, are of the sane size^the question arises, may 
this form after it once reaches.sexual maturity not always re­
main first form? The presence of the female in September, together 
with the observation that the immature forms not only appear in 
early spring but again in the autumn after other forms (immunis, 
diogenes. etc.) have gone to their burrows, makes it seem probable 
that males will appear also and that copulation takes place in 
the fall. The life and seasonal history of this form offers an 
interesting problem for investigation and the form should be 
studied in its natural environment if possible.
General Geographic Range♦ £. gracilis is found in Ohio, Indiana, 
Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Wisconsin.
Gambarus troglodytes Le Conte
This species is reported by Hagen (’70,p.41) as taken from 
Lawn Ridge, Illinois. The specimen was taken from a jar contain­
ing C. diogenes. The validity of this report is questioned by
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Faxon(185,p .28).
I have examined nearly two thousand specimens of crawfishes 
from various parts of the state, and I have been loaned records 
of several hundred other specimens,by T. L. Hankinson and by 
V;. E. Shelford. In all the series, I have not obtained a single 
troglodytes. Prom such experience,I am inclined to agree with the 
view of Faxon. One' specimen, from Cypress Swamp, near Grantsburg, 
Illinois, which I thought was this species, was determined by 
Ortmann as a second form male of blanding! acutus. The rostrum 
of this specimen curves downward, the areola is almost linea: , 
the appendages are rather blunt ana it, has no incurved tooth on 
the first abdominal appendages, which is so characteristic of 
blandingi acutus. I am inclined to wonder whether the form from 
Lawn Ridge may not have been simply a peculiarly formed blandingi 
acutus, since the latter is found in that region.
i
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TAXONOMIC OBSERVATIONS ON,AND KEY TO THE ILLINOIS SPECIES OP CAMBARUS
Key to Forma.
Three sub-genera are represented in Illinois records. Use has
been made of Ortmann’s key of 1905. The lengths of the male '
sexual organs are given with abdomen flexed.
AAA. Sub-genus CAMBARUS. The sexual organs of the male are 
stout,more or loss straight,and comparatively short. They are 
truncated or blunt at the tip,the outer part ending in one to 
three horny teeth,which are sometimes recurved,or compressed,or 
plate like; these are always sharply distinguishable from the blunt 
end. The inner part is terminated by shorter or longer acute spine. 
This is sometimes distinct from the tip of this part,so that it 
appears two pointed. In the male the third,or the third and fourth 
pereiopods have hooks.
aa. Rostrum broad,short,without marginal spines. Areola linear. 
Sexual organs with two teeth at the outer part,reaching to the base 
of the third pereiopods. The third pereiopods hooked. Second form 
male sexual organs weaker,they do not meet in a median line,ter­
minal teeth blunt. Chelao swollen,punctate. The inner margin of 
hand with row of saw like teeth. Inner margin of fingers notched 
and toothed. Second form males and females have these features a 
little pronounced and chelae smaller. The annulus ventralis of the
female is movable,composed of two interlocked pieces.
C.gracilis PI.I.
a. Rostrum long,triangular^ with very small lateral teeth.
Areola narrow. Sexual organs straight with three terminal teeth, 
the inner one straight,the others recurved. The inner part has one 
tooth curving strongly outward. Sexual organs reach the third 
pereiopods,third and fourth pereiopods hooked. The second form
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male has organs weak and blunt. The chelae are long,fingers 
slender rounded and heavily granulate. Carapace granulate.
The second form male and female have weaker chelae and shorter 
fingers. The annulus ventral is is voider than long,has a deep 
longitudinal fissure. Sides ftf fissure near the middle are raised
into a prominent tubercle on each side.
C. blandinmi acutus.
AA. Sub-gems FAXONIUS. Sexual organs not very stout,usually 
slender. Tips are never truncated but end in two spines,varying 
in length. The one formed by the outer part is most horny. The 
tips taper gradually. Usually only the third pereiopods in the 
male are hooked ( The Illinois collection,however,shows a few 
specimens of both propinquus and virilis in which both the third 
and fourth pereiopods are ]£ooke<$.
aaa. Sexual organs reach third pereiopods* Areola wide and of 
medium length.
bb. Sexual organs with tips crossed and divergent. Tips very 
short, tapering gradually to a point.( The males of second form have 
weak and blunt sexual organs). The chelae are short and swollen. 
Fingers are very short and usually closed for full length,some­
what bearded at the base. Rostrum without median keel. Marginal 
and terminal spines well developed,acumen long. Eyes very large. 
Lateral spines on carapace well marked,female with annulus ven­
tral is small and flat.
C. indlanensis, PI.II.
b. Tips of sexual organs long and nearly parallel,sometimes 
curve towards each other. In second form tips less deeply bifid 
and blunt. Chelae short and rounded,fingers short smooth^bearded 
and usually closed to the base. Rostrum long broad,marginal and
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terminal spines more or less well developed. Distinct median keel,
one lateral spine behind cervical groove. Th$ annulus is ovoid,
anterior wall bi-tuberculate,median depression crescentic.
C.propinquus
aa. Sexual organs reaching second pereiopods,tips long.
bb. Abdominal appendages twisted and deeply bifid. Sexual
organs wit'h shoulder on anterior margin. Chelae rounded. Fingers
gaping only at the base. Rostrum long,narrow,and concave on the
sides. Marginal and terminal spines upturned. Areola wide. Annulus
ventralis of female is oval. Median depression is deep. Posterior
wall raised,and divided by narrow sinuous fissure.
C. rusticus,
sticual ovo^ -cvsb. Tips ofA long and slender with a strong back curve. No shoul­
der. In the second form male the free tips are short and blunt. 
Chelae medium sized and slender. The movable finger is emarginate 
on the inner side near the base and has a prominent tooth. The 
outer finger is bearded at base. Rostrum rarely has marginal spines 
in adults. Acumen short. Areola narrow. The annulus of female is 
ovoid and has a depression far to-one side.
C . immunis.
a. Sexual organs of male reaching to chelipeds or first pereio- 
pcde. Areola narrow.
b. The abdominal appendages are long and slender,deeply split 
in first form males. Fingers of chelae not exceptionally long and 
not emarginated. The outer fingers bearded at the base. Annulus
is ovoid,anterior wall crossed by a longitudinal fissure, posterior 
wall by a sinuous fissure. Median depression is deep and transverse
C. virills.
A. Sub-genus BARTONIUS. The male sexual organs are much alike.
They are short and stout. Both the inner and outer parte terminate 
in only one short,thick spine which tapers to a point. These 
spines are distinctly recurved and form nearly a right angle 
with the body of the organ. The third pereiopods of the male are 
hooked. The sexual organs reach the third pair of pereiopods. 
Rostrum without marginal spines. Carapace usually without lateral 
spines.
aa. Areola present. Carapace ovate and depressed, 
bb• Rostrum short and ends suddenly in a short acumen. Areola 
wide and long. Chelae stout gaping at baseband not bearded.
Fingers punctate. Female has annulus without anterior wall.
0. bartoni robustus.
b. Rostrum shorter and ends more suddenly than in robustus. 
Areola narrower. Annulus wider than long,anterior wall not present, 
posterior wall raised,wide longitudinal fissure in front narrow 
behind.
C. bartoni brevis.Pis.IV,V,VI.
a. Areola obliterate. Rostrum short,concave above. E© lateral 
Spines. Acumen obtuse and short. Carapace compressed.
bb. Fingers of chelae not very flattened. Inner finger without 
distinct excision. The outer finger not bearded. Thorax compressed 
Annulus ventralis of female is as long as wide,composed of two 
interlocked crescentic portions. Margins raised into prominent 
ridge.
C. diogenea.
b. Fingers of chelae flattened. Inner on© distinctly excised 
at the base. The outer one heavily bearded. In female the annulus 
ventralis is much wider than long. The middle of the anterior 
wall is depressed. The chelae are shorter,smoother,and not so 
strong as in the male.
__ C. armilllaola. ____________ __
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Cambarue indianensls Hav
This species was described in some detail by Hay in 1&96.
But,since it has naver been found previous to this time in 
Illinois,I will give a description of this species.
The body of indianensis is rather stout; it is covered with 
a more or less thickly set coat of short hairs. The base of the 
outer finger may or may not be bearded. The hairs in this 
species are less numerous than in limosu3 and usually more numer­
ous than in propinquus.
The rostrum is long and broad,and has no median keel. (The 
first form male,on Plate II,appears to have a keel,but this is 
doubtless a shadow,since I can neither see nor feel any keel on 
the specimen ). The upper surface is Goncave and the marginal and 
terminal spines are well developed and upturned. The acumen is 
long and triangular,from one third to on© half the length of the 
rostrum.
The carapace is slightly depressed. The cervical groove is 
deep and broken on the sides.. The lateral spines are well de­
veloped, less however than in limosue«
The areola is wide. The ratio of width to length is one to 
five or six. The thoracic region,posterior to the cervical groove 
is proportionately longer than in limosue. The post orbital
andridges are groovedAend anteriorly in spines.
The abdomen is equal in length or a little longer than the 
cephalothorax. The abdomen is narrower in the male and about 
equal in width in the female to that of the cephalothorax.
The surface of the carapace is finelu punctate. The hepatic
region is more or lees spiny and granular. The portion behind
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the cervical groove usually has only one spin© hut sometimes 
ha s two.
The ohelipeds are not very stout. They are proportionately 
longer and stouter in the male than in the female. The hand 
varies. In some specimens it is very much like,as Ortmann says,a 
"not very broad,depressed,elongate-ovate"hand of limosust while, 
in others it is stronger and wider being nearly like the typical 
propinquus hand. This may be seen by a comparison of Plates II 
and III. The number of spines on the carpus and meros vary,but 
are not as large or numerous as on limoeus. The male sexual organs 
are slender and short extending to the third pereiopods only. They 
are split for only a short distance. The tips cross and diverge 
slightly. In this respect indianensis is nearer limosus than 
propinquus. The hooks on the third legs are small. The male 
sexual organs of the second frrm are articulate at the base with 
tips blunt and soft. The annulus ventralis of the female is 
small and rather flat. ’The median depression is transverse and 
shallow. In very young specimens,the annulus can scarcely b© 
distinguished.
In general appearance C .indianensis seems intermediate between 
limosus and propinquus (Plate III ).
Limosus has very well developed and numerous spines on the 
body. Indianensis always has fewer spines than limosus. Sometimes 
it has more and sometimes the same number of spines as propinquus, 
and in some cases the spines are stronger.
The variation in indianensis is more in the direction of 
propinquus. This leaves a wider gap between 1imosus and ^ndianenslt
In the Illinois collection some specimens of indianensis
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approach propinquus so closely ( See first form male in Plate II, 
and propinquus in Plate III) that I believe,with a larger col­
lection,the gap would be completely filled.
' Cambarus bartoni brevis Rietz . New name.
- - . ~  ... ............................~  ............ .......... ............................
This . form is like the typical bartoni in most respects.
It,however,differs in having a shorter rostrum and a much nar­
rower areola. It grows to a very large siza. Photographs,Plates 
IV,V,and VI were taken of specimens from the Williamson col­
lection. These specimens were collected on the University farm 
at Mitchell,Indiana. I used these specimens for photographs 
because they were larger than the Illinois specimens,and afforded
all three forms,female^ and both forms of males.(CQnsult the key,
and Hay ('96,p.487) for.first description of this form).A
Cambarus gracilis Bundy
Cambarus gracilis is a species which has been sufficiently 
described with the exception of its second form male which has 
never been reported before. This form is very similar to the 
first form except that the chelae are weaker,and the sexual 
organs are much smaller and very blunt. The chelae,however,have 
the characteristic saw-like row of teeth on the inner margin of 
the hand. This species is very easy for me to identify and 
differentiate in all its forms from any other Illinois species.
SOME VARIATIONS IN DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS
C . virilis varies much in its form of rostrum. In adults the
rostrum usually has very small marginal and terminal spines
In young individuals these are frequently well developed. The 
rostrtim is in general long hut in a few instances was short. 
Specimens were found in which there was a distinct median keel 
extending for more than half the length of the rostrum. In a 
few Instances both the third and fourth legs were hooked. One 
female had a hook.
C. immunis. In this species,the rostrum is also variable. 
A few specimens were found in which the rostrum looked like 
that of gracilis. In another instance the chelae looked much 
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a. Male,first form, Urbana,111May 28,1888.
b. Female,Pekin,Illinois.















a. Cambarus limosus, Delaware R.,lJorth Cramer Hill, 
Camden,Camden Co.,Hew Jersey. Williamson collection .
from Ortmann.
b. Cambarus indianensis, Grand Pierre Creek,Pope Co., 
Illinois,Oct.8,1900.
c. Cambarus propinquus, Salt Fork of -^ ig Vermilion R. 




Cain bar us bartoni brevie




Cambarus •artonl brevis 










Habitats of G. propinquus
a. Small stream. Indian Creek near Lerna,Coles Co.,111. 
Photo.,111.St.Lab.Hat.Hist., T,L.Hankinson.
b. Lake Habitat,Rooky shore,Littie Travers Bay,
Bay Shore.Michigan.
c. Creek Habitat. Salt Fork of Big Vermilion River, 
Muncie,Illinois.
d. River Habitat. Smbarass River .looking south from moixth 




a . Greek Habitat. Mosquito Greek,four miles southwest
of Blue Mound,Douglas CoI l l i n o i s . Photo. St.Lab.Hat. 
Hist. I.L.Hankinson.
b. River Habitat. Sangamon River,about six miles north of 







Habits of C . i roman is
a. Brook Habitat. Campus Creek,near Charleston,Coles Co., 
Illinois. Photo. T.L.Hankinson.
b. Brook Habitat, tributary of Campus Creek (same locality 





a. brook Habitat, bates Woods. Photo. T.L.Hankinson.
b. Chimney in open field. Campus Creek. Probably of
dio,--enes .since it is found in and near this creek. 
Coll. T.L.Hankinson.





. oitats of G . mollis
a. Swamp Habitat , black soil prairie. lorth of Charleston, 
Coles C o I l l i n o i s . Photo. T.L.Hankinson.
b. Same as (a) and adjacent to it,but on higher ground, 
not swampy. Photo. T.L.Hankinson.

PI
The numbers in red on the maps refer respectively to the 
numbers accompanying the locality. The collectors names are 
given when known,also the dates of collection. The fol­
lowing abbreviations are used: Coll,for collector; Gr. for 
Greek; L. for lake; R. for River; II. for north, E. for 
East, 3. for south, V7. for west. Br. is used for branch. 
When a town was given but no stream, the nearest drainage
was assumed; such streams are enclosed in parenthesis. 
3pecimenstaken from stream named first.
Hew Localities.
1 . Pekin Lake-Illinois R., Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111. August 
17,’82, Coll. McCormick.
2 . Big and Little Rock Crs.-Fox R.-Illinois R.,Plano, Kendal 
Co. Coll. McCormick, Sept. 9,’82.
3. Mackinaw Cr.Kappa, Woodford Co. 111. Date Aug. 2,'82.
4. Rock R.-Mississippi R., Milan, Rock Island Co. 111. Aug. 
12, '85.
5. Stony Cr.-Salt Pork-Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Muncie, Ver­
million Co. 111. Colls. Hutchinson, Dean, Davis, Adams, 
Webber. Dates, April 19,20, '10.,May 1,*09, May 3,'10, May 
1 1,’ll.
6. Illinois R, Havana, Pulton Co. 111. Colls. Craig and 
Hurley, April 10,’99; Hart, Kofoid, Hempel, Dewberry,
Smith. Dates Aug. 28, "95. Sept., 11,'95, Sept.,14,*94.
7. Middle Pork-South Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Patton Twp., 
Line between Ford and Champaign County, 111.Coll. Large. 
Hov. 7, *99.
8. Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Danville, Vernilion Co. 111. 
llov.10'99. Coll. Large.
9. Little Vermilion R.-Wabash R.,Vermilion Co. Hov. 10,*99.
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10. Homer Dam, Salt Pork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R.,
Champaign Co. 111. Nov. 13,*99. Coll. Large.
11. Springs, North Pork Big Vermilion R.-Vabash R., Danville 
to Hoopeston, Vermilion Co. 111. Nov. 14,'99. Coll.
Large,
1£. Salt Pork-Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Date Aug. 11, ‘11.
14. Greasy Cr.-Embarras R.-Wabash R.t Rardin, Coles Co. 111. 
Coll.Hankinson.Aug. 9'll.
15. Embarras R.-Wabash R.,near Oakland, Coles Co. 111.Coll. 
Hankinson. Aug. 10,'11.
17. Embarras R.-Wabash R., Comargo, Douglas Co.111. Coll. 
Hankinson. Aug. 14,'ll.
16. Brushy Pork-Embarras R.-Wabash R., 3. W. of Newman, 111. 
Douglas Co. 111. Coll. Hankinson.Aug. 10, 'll.
18. Indian Cr.-Embarras R.-Wabash R.,near Lerna, Coles Co. 
111. Coll. Hankinson. Sept. 5, 'll.
19. Embarras R.-Wabash R., Greenup, Cumberlin Co. 111. Coll. 
Hankinson. Sept. 4, 'll.
20. Embarras Drainage generally about Charleston, Coles Co.
111.(Indian Cr. Campus Cr, Xickapoo Cr. Huricane Cr.) 
Coll. Hankinson. Feb. 12, '06, March 1,'09, March 2,5,'10 
March 14,'10, March 16,'08, March 3,'ll. April 1; April 
7,'05;April 10,'ll;May 8,'ll;May 15,'05;May 17,'07;May 
17,'ll;May 22,'05;May 29,'10;May 29 and 30,'ll;June 5, 
'05;June 5,'ll;June 7,'10;June 7,'11;July 17,'11;July 
26,'10;Aug. 1,'05;0ctober 31,'08;Nov.25,'10;Dec.21,'08.
21. Cottonwood Cr.-Embarras R.-Wabash R.,Toledo, Cumberlan Co 
111.Coll. Hankinson. Sept. 4,'ll.
22. Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R., Homboldt, Coles Co. 111.
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23. Illinois R. -Mississippi R., Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111.
Sept. 10,'75.
25. Buck Or.-Mackinaw R.-Illinois R., Money Creek Twp.
MoLean Co. 111. Coll. Wright, Gross. June 20., "01.
28. Spring Brook- Pox R.-Illinois R., Cary, McHenry Co. 111. 
Coll. Shelfora.
29. Fox R.-Illinois R., Cary, McHenry Co. 111. Coll. Shelforc.
30. Hickory Cr.-Des Plaines R.-Illinois R., Hew Lenox, Will
. T CCo. 111. Coll. Shelford.
31. Hickory Cr.-Des Plaines R.-Illinois R., Marley, Will Co. 
111. Coll. Shelford.
32. Beach of Lake Michigan, Zion City, 111. Lake Co. Coll. 
Shelford.
33. Salt Cr.-Des Plaines R.-Illinois R., Lyons, Cook Co. 111. 
Coll. Shelford.
34. Butterfield Cr.-Little Calumet R.-Illinois R., Lyons,
Cook Co. 111. Coll. Shelford.
35. (Salt Fork)-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Urbana, Champaigr 
Co. 111. Coll. Zeleny. February to middle of April ’10.
36. Crystal L.-Fox R.-Illinois R., McHenry Co. 111.Coll. 
Forbes. May 15,'77.
37. Illinois R., Meredosia, Morgan Co. 111. Coll. Mills.
July 2,’00.
40. (Mississippi R.) Quincy, Adams Co. 111.
41. Quiver L.-Illinois R., Havana, Mason Co. 111. Coll.
Adams. Aug. 16,'09; Hempel and Kofoid. Hov. 14,'95.
42. Salt Fork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Urbana to St.
Joseph, Champaign Co. 111. Hov.1,'99. Coll. Large.
Coll. Hankinson. Sept. 4,'ll.
43. Salt Pork-Big Vermilion H.~ Wabash R. St. Joseph'to 
Sidney, 111. Hov.1,'99. Coll. Large.
44. 3ig Vermilion-Wabash R. Kerr Twp. Champaign Co. 111. 
ilov.8,'99. Coll. Large.
45. Middle Pork Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Armstrong, Ver­
milion Co. 111. lIov.8,*99. Coll. Large.
46. Big Muddy Cr.-Little Wabash R.,lying between Richland 
and Clay Co. 111. Coll. Large and Wright. Sept. 29,’00.
47. Wabash R., Mt Carmel, Wabash Co. 111. Aug. 26,’84.
48. Clear L.-Little Wabash R., Carmi, White Co. 111. Oct. 4, 
’82.
49. Salt Fork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Stanton Twp. 111. 
Champaign Co. 111. Coll. Large. Oct.21,'99.
Old Localities.
23. Illinois R.-Mississippi R., Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111. 
Forbes('76) We have specimens taken September 10,177,
Aug. 17,'82,Aug,1,*82.
24. (Sugar Cr.)-Salt Cr.-Sangamon R., Normal, McLean Co. 111. 
Forbes('76). There are specimens here taken March and 
April, ’82.
26. (Rock R.,)0gle Co. 111. Hagen, (T70). We have specimens 
taken May 9,'77.
27. (PecatonicAR.)-Rock R.,Freeport, Stevenson Co. 111.
Forbes ('76). We have specimens from Freeport.
38. Fox River-Illinois R., Geneva, Kane Co. 111. Faxon (’85)
39. (Sangamon R.)~Illinois R. Decatur, Macon Co. Ill.^axon 
(’85).






L I S T  O F  C O U N T IE S
No. 1 Jo Daviess.
“  2 Stephenson.
“  3 Winnebago.
“  4 Boone.
J‘ 6 McHenry.
‘ 6 Lake.
“  7 Cook.
“  8 Da Page.
“  9 Kane.
“  10 Dekalb.
“  11 Ogle.
“  12 Lee.
“  13 CarrolL 
“  14 Whiteside.
“  15 Rock Island. 
“  16 Mercer.
“  17 Henry.
“  18 Bureau.
“  19 Putnam.
“  20 Lasalle.
“  21 Kendall 
“  22 Grundy.
“  23 WilL 
“  24 Kankakee.
“  25 Iroquois.
“  26 Ford.
“  27 Livingston.
“  28 MarehalL 
“  29 Woodford.
“  30 Stark.
“  31 Peoria.
“  32 Knox.
“  33 Warren.
“  34 Henderson.
“  35 Hancock.
“  36 McDonough. 
“  37 Fulton.
“  38 Mason.
“  39 Tazewell.
“  40 McLean.
“  41 Vermilion.
*• 42 Champaign.
“  43 Piatt.
“  44 Dewitt.
“  45 Logan.
“  46 Menard.
“  47 Cass.
“  48 8chuyler.
“  49 Brown.
“ 50 Adama 
“  51 Pike.
No. 52 Scott.
“  53 Morgan.
“  54 Sangamon.
“  55 Christian.
“  56 Macon.
“  57 Moultrie.
“  58 Douglas.
“ 59 Edgar.
“ 60 Clark.
“  61 Coles.
“  62 Cumberland 
“  63 Shelby.
‘ ‘ 64 Montgomery 
“  65 Macoupin.
“  66 Greene.
“  67 Calhoun.
“  68 Jersey.
“  69 Madison.
“  70 Bond.
“  71 Fayette. 
u 72 Effingham.
“  73 Jasper.
“  .74 Crawford.
“  75 Lawrence.
“  76 Richland.
“  77 Clay.
“  78 Marion.





























1 . Little Fox R.-Wabash R.,Phillipstown, White Go. 111. Oct 
5,'82.
2. Coppers Spring-Grand Pierre Cr-Ohio R.,Herod,Pope Co. II] 
July 29 and August 4,’98.
3. U. Fork of Saline R.-Saline R.-Ohio R., Equality, Galatir 
Co. 111. Sept.1,’84.
4. Skillet Fork-Little Wabash R., Wayne City, Wayne Co. Ill 
Oct. Zt'00. Colls, Large and Wright.
6. S. Fork of the Saline R.-Saline R., Mitchellsville, Sal­
ine Co. 111.
5. N, Fork Saline R.-Saline R., Line of Saline Co. 111.
7. Cedar Cr.-Big Bay Cr.-Ohio R., Simpson, Johnson Co. 111. 
Oct. 12,'00. Colls. Large and Wright.
8. Big Bay Cr.-Ohio R., Line between Johnson and Pope Cos. 
Oct. 12,’00. Colls. Large and Wright.
9. 3. Fork Saline R.-Saline R.-Ohio R., Williamson Co. 111. 
Oct.16,100. Large and Wright collectors.
T H  E
WATER COURSES
OF
L I S T  O P  C O U N T IE S
No. 1 Jo Daviess. No. 52 Scott.
“  2 Stephenson. “  53 Morgan. 
44 3 Winnebago.
“  4 Boone.
41 5 McHenry.
“  6 Lake.
44 7 Cook.
& Du Page.
“  9 Kane.
“  10 Dekalb.
44 11 Ogle.
41 12 Lee.
44 13 CarrolL 
44 14 Whiteside.
44 15 Rock Island 
























“  22 Grundy. 44 73 Jasper.
44 23 Will. 44 74 Crawford.
44 24 Kankakee. 44 75 Lawrence.
44 25 Iroquois. 44 76 Richland.
44 26 Ford. “  77 Clay.
44 27 Livingston. 44 78 Marion.
44 28 Marshall. 44 79 Clinton.
44 29 Woodford. 44 80 St. Clair.
44 30 Stark. 44 81 Monroe.
44 31 Peoria. 44 82 Randolph.
44 32 Knox. 44 83 Washington.
44 33 Warren. 44 84 Perry.
“  34 Henderson. 44 85 Jefferson.
44 35 Hancock. 44 86 Wayne.
44 36 McDonough. 44 87 Edwards.
44 37 Fulton. “ 88 Wabash.
44 38 Mason. 44 89 White.
44 39 Tazewell. “  90 Hamilton.
•' 40 McLean. 44 91 Franklin.
44 41 Vermilion. 44 92 Jackson.
4‘ 42 Champaign. “  93 Williamson
44 43 Piatt, 44 94 Saline.
44 44 Dewitt. 44 95 Gallatin.
44 45 Logan. 44 98 Hardin.
•• 48 Menard. “ 97 Pope.
44 47 Cass. 44 93 Johnson.
44 48 Schuyler. 44 99 Union.
“  49 Brown. 44 100 Alexander
44 50 Adams. 44 101 Pulaski.
44 51 Pike. 44 102 Massac
__________III. and TTlicJi . Canal
.............Ill .ccnci iTliss. Carial
laye
%




3. Big Muddy Cr.-Bmbarras R.,lying between Clay and Rich­
land Gos.
4. Cache R.-Ohio R., Saratoga, Union Go. 111. July 7,'77. 
Determined by Ortmann.
5. Quarrel Cr.-Lusk Cr-Ohio R., Alexander Twp. Pope Co. 111. 
Oct.12,’00. Colls. Large and Wright.
6. Copperas Spring -Grand Pierre Cr.-Ohio R., Herod, Pope 
Co. 111.
7. Spring Branch-Big Cr.-Ohio R.,Wolrab Mills, Hardin Co.
111.
Old Localities.
1. Sugar Cr.-Salt Cr. Sangamon R.-Illinois R., Normal Mc­
Lean Co. 111. Raxon ('85).
2. Mississippi R.,Quincy, Adams Co. 111. Hagen ('70).
rusticms Girard




L I S T  O F  C O U N T IE S
Ho, 1 Jo Daviess.
“  2 Stephenson.
“  3 Winnebago.
“  4 Boone.
4‘ 5 McHenry.
“  6 Lake.
“  7 Cook.
“  8 Du Page.
“  9 Kane.
“  10 Dekalb.
“  11 Ogle.
“  12 Lee.
“  13 CarrolL 
“  14 Whiteside,
“  15 Rock Island 
“  16 Mercer.
“  17 Henry.
“  18 Bureau.
“  19 Putnam.
“  20 Lasalle.
“  21 KendalL 
“  22 Grundy.
“  23 WilL 
“  24 Kankakee.
“  25 Iroquois.
“  28 Ford.
“  27 Livingston.
“  28 MarshalL 
“  29 Woodford.
“  30 Stark.
“  31 Peoria.
“  32 Knox.
“  33 Warren.
“  34 Henderson.
“  35 Hancock.
“  36 McDonough. 
“  37 Fulton.
“  38 Mason.
“  39 Tazewell.
“ 40 McLean.
“  41 Vermilion.
*• 42 Champaign.
•• 43 Piatt.
“  44 Dewitt,
“  45 Logan.
•• 46 Menard.
'* 47 Caso.
“  48 Schuyler.
“  49 Brown.
50 Adams.
“  51 Pike.
No. 52 Scott.
“  53 Morgan.
“  54 Sangamon.
“  55 Christian.
“  56 Macon.
“  57 Moultrie.
“  58 Douglas.
“  59 Edgar.
“  60 Clark.
“  61 Coles.
“  62 Cumberland 
“  63 Shelby.
‘ ‘ 64 Montgomery 
“  65 Macoupin.
“  66 Greene.
“  67 Calhoun.
“  68 Jersey.
“  69 Madison.
“  70 Bond.
“  71 Fayette. 
u 72 Effingham.
“  73 Jasper.
“  74 Crawford.
“  75 Lawrence.
“  76 Richland.
“  77 Clay.
“  78 Marion.
“  79 Clinton.
“  80 St. Clair.
“  81 Monroe.
“  82 Randolph.
“  83 Washington. 
“  84 Perry.
“  85 Jefferson.
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1. Clear Cr.-Mississippi R., Union Co.111.July 13,’77.
2. Running L., Union Co.111. Sept. 18,'82.
3. Little Wabash R.-Wabash R., Carmi, White Co. 111. Dec. 
19, '92. Coll. Hallinen.
4. (Embarras R.)-Wabash R.t Charleston, Coles Co. 111. Coll.
Hankinson.
5. Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R.,Sullivan, Moultrie Co. 111. 
Aug 16,'ll. Coll. Eankinson.
6. Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R., Homboldt, Coles Co. 111. 
Aug. 15,'ll. Coll. Hankinson.
7. Okaw Cr.-Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R., Garret Twp.
Douglas Co. 111. Hov. 18,'99. Goll. Large.
8. Big Creek-Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R., St Elmo, Fayette 
Co. 111. Hov. 24,'99. Coll. Large.
9. Elat Cr-Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R., Homboldt, Coles Co. 
111. Dov.21,'99. Coll. Large.
10. Sangamon R.-Illinois R., Blue Mound, Macon Co. 111.Aug. 
'll.Coll. Hankinson.
11. Mosquito Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois R., near Blue Mound 
Macon Co. 111. Aug 18, '11.Collector Hankinson.
12. Brook-- -r-Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,White Heath, Piatt Co.
Ill.Colls.Dean, Hutchinson. May 4,'ll; and C. C. Adams 
May 10,'ll.
14. Henline Cr-Mackinaw R.-Illinois, McLean Co. 111. June 
21,'01. Colls. Wright and Gross.
15. Buck Cr.-Mackinaw R.-Illinois R., Money Cr. Twp. McLean 
Co. 111. June 20,'01. Colls. Large and Wright.
16. Mackinaw Cr.-Mackinaw R.-Illinois R., near Mackinaw
73
17. Mackinaw R.-Illinois R. Hopedale Twp. Tazewell Co. 111. 
June 17, '01. Colls. Wright and Gross.
18. Mackinaw R.-Illinois R., Fort Montgomery Twp. Woodford 
Co. 111. June 18,’01. Colls. Wright and Gross.
19. Kickapoo Cr.-Sangamon R.,near Lincoln, Logan Co. 111.
July 30,’00. Colls. Braocher and Oglevee.
20. Sugar Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois R., Lincoln, Logan Co. Ill 
July 31,’00. Colls. BraOcher and Oglevee.
21. Bear Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois River, Palmer, Christian 
Co. 111. October 27,'00. Colls. Large and Wright.
24. Potato Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois R., Duncan Mills, Fulton 
Co.Ill. July 8,* 00.
25. Spoon R.-Illinois R.,mill dam near Bernadotte, Fulton 
Co. 111.
26. Speedaway Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois R., south of Lewistown, 
Twp. Fulton Co. 111. June 20,'00. Coll. Strode.
27. Otto Cr.-Illinois R., Woodland Twp. Fulton Co. 111. June 
22,'00. Coll. Strode.
28. Big Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois R. Lewistown Twp. Fulton Co. 
111. June 24,100, Coll. Strode.
29. (Putnam Cr.)-3poon R.-Illinois R., Canton, Fulton Co. Ill 
June 6,’00. Coll. Aldrich.
30. Mantanzas L.—Illinois R., Havana, Mason Co. 111.Aug 24, 
’94. Coll. Smith.
31. Illinois R., Havana, Fulton Co. Coll. Harts Hempel, 
Xofoid, Dewberry. July 31,'95.
32. Quiver L.-Illinois R.,Havana, Mason Co. 111. Colls. Hart 
Hempel, Smith and Dewberry. March 22,'95;April 14,26,'94
Station^Tazewell Go. 111. July 22,'81.
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33. Hickory Cr.-Des Plains R.-Illinois R., Hew Lenox, Will 
Co.111. Coll. Shelford.
34. Des Plains R.-Illinois R., Liberty Bell, Lake Co 111. 
Coll. Shelford.
35. Bull Cr.-Lake Michigan, Sion City, Lake Co. 111. Coll. 
Shelford.
36. West Br. History Cr.- Des Plains R.-Illinois R., Marley 
Will Co. 111. Coll. Shelford.
37. Beach, Lake Michigan, Sion City, Lake Co. 111. Coll. 
Shelford.
38. Thorn Cr.-Little Calumet R.-Lake Michigan, Thornton,
Cook Co. 111. Aug.1. Coll. Shelford.
39. Horth Br. Chicago R.-Lake Michigan, Edgebrook, Cook Co.- 
Ill. Coll. Shelford.
40. (Lake Michigan),3. Chicago, Cook Co. 111.Aug. 15,'78.
41. Rock R., Ogle Co. 111. May 9,'77.
42. Kiswaukee R.-Rock R., Belvidere, Boone Co. 111. May 12, 
’80.
43. Illinois R.-Ottowa, LaSalle Co. 111. July 6,'01. Coll. 
Large.
44. (Pox River)-Illinois R.,McHenry, McHenry Co. 111. May 8,
'80.
45. Rock River, Cleveland, Henry Co. 111. Aug.'00. Coll. 
Meyers.
46. Rock R., Milan, Rock Island Co. 111. Aug. 12,'85.
47. Pope Cr.-Mississippi R., Mercer Co. Aledo, 111. June 2, 
’00. Coll. Hardin.
48. 3. Henderson Cr.-Henderson R.-Mississippi R., Biggsville
May 17,24,'94;June 29,'94;July 2,23-30,'94.
Henderson Go. 111. May T00. Coll. Stewart.
49. Henderson Cr.(W. Br.)-Henderson R.-Mississippi R. Alexus, 
Warren Go. 111. May 5,'00. Coll. Hardin.
50. Forts Ponds-Ellison Cr.-Mississippi R., Stronghurst, 
Henderson Co. 111. May *00. Coll. Ivins.
51. Honey Cr.-Mississippi R., Stronghurst, Henderson Co.111. 
May '00. Coll. Ivins.
52. Cheney Cr.-Mississippi R.t Hamilton, Hancock Co. 111.
Jiine 2,’00. Coll. Baker.
53. Bear Cr.-Mississippi R.,Golden, Adams Co. 111.June "00. 
Coll. Wible.
54. Camp Creek-Mississippi R., Dallas City, Hancock Co. 111.
56. Crooked Cr.-Illinois R.,LaHarp, Hancock Co, 111. May 5, 
12,'00. Coll. Oakman.
58. Otter Cr.-Illinois R.,Jersey Co. Aug.31,'82;0ct. 20,'00.
62. Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R.,Cooks Mills, Coles Co.,111. 
Sept 3,’08. Coll. Hankinson.
63. Cedar L.-Fox R.-Illinois R.,Lake Co. 111.
Old Localities.
13. (Sugar Cr.)-3alt Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,Uormal 
McLean Co. Ill .Forbes ('76). Collections made by ^orbes 
March '78;April 7,'82;April 14,'82;May 5,'84;May 14,'78.
22. Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,Decatur, Macon Co. Ill.Faxon'85.
23. Illinois R., Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111. Forbes ('76).
55. Mississippi R., Quincy, Adams Co.111. Hagen ('70).
57. Ohio R., Cairo, Alexander Co. 111. Forbes ('76).
59. Stillmans Cr.-Rock R., Marion, Ogle Co. 111. Faxon ('85).
60. Fox R.-Illinois R., Geneva, Kane Co. 111. Faxon (’85).
61. Lawn Ridge, Marshall Co. 111. Faxon (’85).
Plate XV
C . virllls Hagen




L I S T  O F  C O U N T IE S
No. 1 Jo Daviess.
“  2 Stephenson.
44 3 Winnebago.
“  4 Boone.
44 5 McHenry.
“  6 Lake.
7 Cook.
“  8 Du Page.
“  9 Kane.
“  10 Dekalb.
“  11 Ogle.
“  12 Lee.
“  13 Carroll.
44 14 Whiteside.
44 15 Rock Island 
44 16 Mercer.
“  17 Henry.
44 18 Bureau.
44 19 Putnam.
“  20 Lasalle.
“  21 KendalL 
“  22 Grundy.
“  23 Will.












44 36 McDonough. 
44 37 Fulton.























4 4 61 Coles.- 
44 62 Cumberland 
44 63 Shelby.
4 ‘ 64 Montgomery 
“  65 Macoupin.
“ 66 Greene.
“  67 Calhoun.









“  77 Clay.
44 78 Marion.
44 79 Clinton.
44 80 St. Clair.
44 81 Monroe.
44 82 Randolph.




















----- III. and Ttlicli. Canal.
............ -  III. arid TUiss. Canal
Cc 
Seat.
____O r a mage Canal
• Count
76 PlateXVl.
1. Spring Brook-Fox River-Illinois R., Gary, McHenry Co. 
111. Coll. Shelford.
2. Mackinaw R.-Illinois R., Hopedale Twp. Tazewell Co. 111. 
June 17,'01. Colls. Wright and Gross.
3. Dogfish L.-Illinois R.,Havana, Mason Co. 111. Xofoid, 
Dewberry, Hempel. Sept. 2,'95.
4. Flag L.-Illinois R..Havana, Fulton Co. 111.July 19,'95; 
Aug. 16 and 30,'95. Colls.Forbes, Dewberry, Hempel and 
Koifoid.
5. Illinois R., Havana Mason Co.111. Aug.28,'95. Colls 
Koifoid and Dewberry.
6. Thompson L.-Illinois R.,Havana, Fulton Co. Ill.March £1, 
'95;July 5,'94.July 19,'95. Colls.Hart, Koifoid, Forbes 
Hempel and Dewberry.
7. Phelps L.-Illinois R., Havana, Fulton Co.111. June 25, 
July 17, '94. Colls,Smith and Hempel.
8. Quiver L.-Illinois R., Havana, Mason Co.111. April 24,
14, July 4,16, '94.Colls. Hart, Hempel, Dewberry, Smith.
9. Pekin L.-Illinois., Pekin, Tazewell Co.111.Aug. 17,'82; 
Sept. 10,'75.
10. Illinois R., Peoria, Peoria Co. 111. June 18,'78.
11. (Putnam Cr.)-Spoon R.-Illinois. R., Canton, Fulton Co.
111. June 6, '00. Coll. Aldrich.
12. Sangamon Bay-3angamon R.-Illinois R.,Cass Co. 111. Aug.
15, ’00. Coll. Cody.
13. Potato Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois R., Duncan Mills, Fulton 
Co. 111. July 8,'00. Colls. Strode and Roberts.
14. Speedaway Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois, Lewistown Twp., -ulton
77
Go. 111.June 20,'00. Coll. Strode.
15. Spoon R.-Illinois R., Lewistown, Fulton Go. 111. June 
*00. Coll, Strode.
16. Spoon R.-Illinois R., London Mills, Fulton Go.111. Coll. 
Roberts.
17. Kickapoo Cr.-Illinois R.,Peoria Go. Elmwood, 111. Coll. 
Roberts.
18. Walnut Gr.-Mackinaw R.-Illinois R.,Eureka, Woodford Co. 
111. Sept. 16,'00. Coll. Wright.
20. Mississippi R, Quincy, Adams Co. 111. July 30,'88.
21. South Henderson Cr.-Henderson R.-Mississippi R.,Biggs- 
ville, Henderson Co. 111. May '00. Coll. Stewart.
22. Crooked Cr.-Illinois R., LaHarp, Hancock Co. 111. May 5. 
'00. Coll. Oakman.
23. Pope Cr.-Mississippi R.,Aledo, Mercer Co. 111. June 2, 
'00. Coll. Hardin.
24. Bear Cr.-Mississippi R.,Golden, Adams Co. 111. June,'00. 
Coll. Wible.
25. Creek.-Mississippi R., Warsaw, Hancock Co. 111.June 26, 
'83.
28. Illinois R., Meredosia, Morgan Co. I l l . M a y 89;July 7,*0C 
Colls. Large and Mills.
29. Meredosia Bay-Illinois R..Meredosia, Morgan Co. 111.
July 5,'00.Coll. Mills.
30. Brook-Sangamon R.,-Illinois R.,White Heath, Piatt Co.111. 
May 4,'11. Coll,Hutchinson.
51. (Salt Fork), Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R.-Urbana, Champaign 
Co. 111. February to middle of April. Coll. Zeleny.
32. N. Fork Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R.,S. of Hoopeston, Ver-
78
milion Co. 111. June 6,'01.
33. Little Vermilion R.-Wabash R., Vermilion Co.Ill.IIov.il, 
*99.Coll.Large.
34. Smbarras and tributaries about Charleston, Coles Co. 111. 
Jan.18,'06;Jan.25,'09;Feb.24,'08;Feb.25,'09;March 5,16,
'10;March 25,'03;April 13,'05;May l,'08;May 6,'05;May 9,
'10;May 11,12,17,'ll;May 3,'10;May 15,'05;May 25,'03;
June 6,'07;June ll,'10;June 12,17,'05;July 3,4,'05;July 
3,'08;July 4,'09;July 13,18,19,'10;July 28,'08;3ept.27, 
'10;0ct. 19,'04;Uov.l3,'05;Deo.23,'08. Coll.Hankinson.
35. Little Wabash R.,Effingham Co.111.Aug 20 '84.
36. Sugar Cr.-Fox R.-Little Wabash R.,01ney, Richland Co.
111. Sept.29,'00.
37. Wabash R.,Mt Carmel, Wabash Co. Ill.'77.Coll. Schneck.
39. (Ohio R.)Union Co. 111.
38. Grand Pierre Cr.-Ohio R., Herod, Pope Co. 111. July 29, 
'98. Coll. Hart.
42. Baileys L.and Lost Creek-Illinois R.,Pekin, Tazewell 
Co. 111. June 17,'81.
43. Spoon Cr.-Salt Fork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R.,Stanton 
Twp. Champaign Co. 111. Uov.3,'99.Coll. Large.
44. Salt Creek-Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,Lincoln, Logan Co.
111. July 30,*00.Coll.Brauoher and Oglevee.
45. Cache R.-Ohio R., Saratoga, Union Co. 111. July 17,'77. 
Coll. Forbes.
46-47-48rSame as 34.
49. Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R.,Cooks Mills, Coles Co. 111. 
Coll. Hankinson.
50. Salt Fork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R.,Stanton Twp. oham-
79 paign Go.111. Oct.21/99. Coll, large.
51. Saline R.-Ohio R..Harrisburg, Saline Co. 111. June 25,'OV 
Coll. Abney.
52. Elizabethtown near Golconda-along Ohio R.July
Old Localities.
19. (Sugar Cr.)-Salt Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,normal, lie- 
lean Go. 111. Faxon (’85).
£6. Mississippi R.,Oquawka, Henderson Co. 111.Faxon (’85).
27. Mud Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois, R., lawn Ridge, Marshall Co. 
111.Hagen (*70).
































L I S T  O F  C O U N T IE S X
No. 1 Jo Daviess. No. 52 Scott.
“  2 Stephenson. “  53 Morgan.
“  3 Winnebago. 
“  4 Boone.




“  5 McHenry. “  56 Macon.
“  6 Lake. “  57 Moultrie.
“  7 Cook. 44 58 Douglas.
“  8 Du Page. “  59 Edgar.
“  9 Kane. 44 60 Clark.
“  10 Dekalb. “  61 Coles.
“  11 Ogle. “  62 Cumberland
“  12 Lee. “  63 Shelby.
“  13 CarrolL “  64 Montgomery
“  14 Whiteside. “  65 Macoupin.
“  15 Rock Island “  86 Greene.
“  16 Mercer. “  67 Calhoun.
“  17 Henry. “  68 J ersey.
“  18 Bureau. “  69 Madison.
“  19 Putnam. “  70 Bond.
“  20 Lasalle. 
“  21 Kendall.




“  22 Grundy. “  73 Jasper.
“  23 W ill “  74 Crawford.
“  24 Kankakee. “  75 Lawrence.
“  25 Iroquois. 
41 28 Ford.
“  76 Richland.
“  77 Clay.
“  27 Livingston. “  78 Marion.
“  28 Marshall. “  79 Clinton.
“  29 Woodford. “  80 St. Clair.
“  30 Stark. “  81 Monroe.
“  31 Peoria. “  82 Randolph.
“  32 Knox. “  83 Washington.
“  33 Warren. “  84 Perry.
“  34 Henderson. “  85 Jefferson.
“  35 Hancock. “  86 Wayne.
“  36 McDonough. “  87 Edwards.
“  37 Fulton. “  88 Wabash.
“  38 Mason. “  89 White.
“  39 Tazewell. “  90 Hamilton.
*' 40 McLean. “  91 Franklin.
“  41 Vermilion. “  92 Jackson.
*• 42 Champaign. “  93 Williamson
“  43 Piatt. “  94 Saline.
“  44 Dewitt. “  95 Gallatin.
“  45 Logan. 44 96 Hardin.
•• 46 Menard. “  97 Pope.
Johnson.“  47 Case. 44 98
“  48 Schuyler. “  99 Union.
“  49 Brown. “  100 Alexander
44 50 Adams. 44 101 Pulaakj.
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-----------III. and TtlicJi . Canal\
.......... -  III. and Triiss. Canal.








Lew l o c a l i t i e s
1 .  Skokie  M a r s h , n e a r  Lake M i c h i g a n , G l e n c o e  t o  S h e r m e r v i l l e , 
Cook G o . , 1 1 1 .  l a k e r  ( ’1 0 ) .
2 .  B u l l  G r e e k r l a k e  M i c h i g a n , Z i o n  C i t y , l a k e  C o . , 1 1 1 .  C o l l .
S h e l f o r d .
3 .  P e t t i b o n e  C r . , L o r t h  C h i c a g o , 1 1 1 .  C o l l .  S h e l f o r d .
4 .  B u t t e r f i e l d  C r . - T h o r n  C r . - L i t t l e  Calumet R . - l a k e  M i c h i g a n ,  
M a t t e s o n , C o o k  C o . , 1 1 1 .  C o l l .  S h e l f o r d .
5 .  W . B r . H i c k o r y  C r . - D e s P l a i n e s  R . - I l l i n o i s  R . , Ma r l e y , W i l l  
C o . , 1 1 1 .  C o l l .  S h e l f o r d .
6 .  R o a d s i d e  p o n d ,M a r i o n  Twp.,L ee  C o . , 1 1 1 .  C o l l s .  W right  and 
C a to n .  August  1 6 , ' 0 1 .
7 .  Q u iv e r  L a k e - 1 1 1 i n o s  R . .H a v a n a ,M a s o n  C0 . , I 1 1 .  C o l l s .  H a r t ,  
S m i t h , H o t t e s , N e w b e r r y , H e m p e l . K o f o i d . F e b . 2 6 , ' 9 5 ; A p r . 2 4 , ' 9 4 .
8 .  I l l i n o i s  R . , C o o p s  I d . , Havana,Mason Co. , 1 1 1 . C o l l . H a r t .
9 .  P h e l p s  L a k e - I l l i n o i s  R . . H a v a n a , F u l t o n  C o . , 1 1 1 .  C o l l s .
Sm ith  and Hempel,  J u l y  1 7 , ' 9 4 ; June 2 5 , ' 9 4 .
1 0 .  Thompsons - ^ > a k e - i l l i n o i s  R . . H a v a n a , P u l t o n  Co. , 1 1 1 .  C o l l s .  
Newberry and H a r t .  June 2 0 , ' 9 5 .
1 1 .  F l a g  L . TI l l i n o i s  R . . H a v a n a , F u l t o n  Co. , I l l . C o l l s . H a r t , Hem- 
p e l  , L e w b e r r y , Kof o i d . Aug. 3 , Hov. 1 3 , ' 9 5 ; O c t . 2 , ' 9 7 .
1 2 .  D o g f i s h  L a k e - I l l i n o i s  R. , H a v an a , Mas on C o , 1 1 1 .  C o l l s .
H a r t  and F a g e r .  O c t . 2 , ' 9 7 .
1 4 .  B a i l e y ' s  Lake and L o s t  C r e e k - i l l i n o i s  R . . P e k i n , T a z e w e l l  
C o . , 1 1 1 .  June 1 7 , ' 8 1 .
1 5 .  B u ck C r.-M a ck in aw  R . - I l l i n o i s  R.,M oney Creek Twp.,McLean 
C o . , 1 1 1 .  C o l l s .  W rig h t  and G r o s s .  June 2 0 , ' 0 1 .
17* (Salt Fork )-Big Vermilion R.- Wabash R.,Champaign Co.,
111. Coll.Dean et al,Sept.27,1900,Nov.1£,’03,Apr,4,’11.
1£. Brook-Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,West of White Heath,Piatt
CO.,ILL. Coll. Dean and Riley. May 4, V11 jNo v .4 , *11;Dec,9j '• 
19* Sangamon R.-Illinois R.,North of Blue Mound,Macon Co.,Ill
20. Embarasa R.-Wabash R.,Comargo,Douglas Co.,111. Coll.Hank­
ins on. Aug. 14, ’ 11 .
24. Illinois R . ,Meradosia,Morgan Co.,111. Coll. Large .June 6,*<j.
25. Otter Creek -Hodges Cr.-Macoupin Cr.-Mississippi R., 
Verdin,Macoupin Co.,111. Oct.20,’00.
26. Round Pond- Mississippi R.,Hamilton,Hancock Co.,111.
Coll. Baker. June *00.
27* Cheny Cr.- Mississippi R.,Hamilton, Hancock Co,,111.
Coll. Baker. June 2 '00.
2&. (Mississippi R.) 3 1/2 miles north of Quincy,Adams Co.,Hi 
July 30,'gg.
00. Pool (Mississippi R.),Algers (Shepherd),Pike Co.,111.
April 23,* #5•
31. Kar>kaskia R.-Miss.R.,Vandalia,Fa'yette Co. ,111. Sept.24;&2,
32. Prairie ditch,or slough,oast of Gerrogordo,Piatt Co.,111. 
Coll. Large and Wright. Oct. 31,’00.
35* Err harass Drainage-Wabash R.,Vicinity of Charleston,
Coles Co.,111. Coll. Hankinson. Nov.*04; June 12,’0 5 .
37» Wabash R.,Mt.Carmel,Wabash Co.,Ill. Dr.Schneck,’77*
3". Little Fox River-Wabash R.,Phillipstown,White Co.,111. 
Coll. Oct.5 ,’#3•
39* Ponds at Hawthorne,White Co.,111. Oct.4,’£2.
40. Mudholes on bottoms,Union Co.,111. Coll.Forbes,July 13J77
41. Thre^ Mile Cr.-Ohio River,Hardin Co.,111. Coll. Large and 
Wright. Oct.10,’00.
42. East Branch Cache River-Ohio River,Vienna,Johnson Co.,Ill
43• Running L a k e —Mississippi R., Union Go. 111. July lo,'v7.
44. Coekleburr Slough-Illinois R.Valley City, Pike Go. 111. 
Coll. Large. Aug. 4, '00.
45. Horse Shoe Lake-Illinos R. Havana, Mason Co. 111. Coll. 
Hart July 5,'94.
47. W. Br. Salt Pork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R. Stanton Twp. 
Champaign Co. 111. Coll. Large, Oct. 22,f99.
48. 7/. Br. Salt Pork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R. Somers Twp. 
Champaign Co. 111. Coll, Large, Oct. 21, *99.
49. Cypress Swamp-Cache R.-Ohio R. Grantsburg, 111. Johnson 
Co. 111. Coll. Aug. 11,*98.
50. Kaskaskia R.-Mississippi R. Cooks Mills, Coles Co. 111. 
Coll. Hankinson,
Old Localities
36. Wabash R., York, Clark Co,111. Faxon ('85,p .20).
13. Pekin Lake-Illinois R. Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111.
Forbes,( 1 76,p .3). There are specimens in the present
collection taken by Forbes, Oct. 10,175,176, 77.
16. (Sugar Creek)-3alt Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois R. Forbes
('76).1 have specimens from this place taken on March
24, ’83, April '82, May 14,’78.
21. Illinois R, Peoria, Peoria Co. 111.
22. Mad Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois R. Lawn Ridge, Marshall Co. 111. 
Faxon (T85,p.20).
23. Lake Michigan, Evanston, 111. Cook Co. 111. Faxon 
('85,p.20) .
33. Sangamon R-Illinois R. Decatur, Macon Co. 111. Faxon 
(*85,p.20).
34. (Rock Cr.)-3angamon R.-Illinois R., Athens, Menard Co. 
Faxon(*85,p.20).
jlXHGC A * -L-L L




L I S T  O P  C O U N T IE S
No. 1 Jo Daviess. No. 52 Scott.4 2 Stephenson. 4 53 Morgan.




Christian.4 5 McHenry. 44 56 Macon.
44 6 Lake. 44 57 Moultrie.
14 7 Cook. 44 58 Douglas.
44 8  Du Page. 44 59 Edgar.4 9 Kane. 44 60 Clark.
44 10 Dekalb. 44 61 Coles.
44 11 Ogle. 4 62 Cumberland
4* 12 Lee. 44 63 Shelby.
44 13 CarrolL 44 64 Montgomery
44 14 Whiteside. 44 65 Macoupin.
44 15 Rock Island. 44 66 Greene.
u 16 Mercer. 44 67 Calhoun.
44 17 Henry. 44 68 Jersey.
41 18 Bureau. 44 69 Madison.
44 19 Putnam. 44 70 Bond.
44 20 Lasalle. 44 71 Fayette.
Effingham.44 21 KendalL 44 72
44 22 Grundy. 44 73 Jasper.
44 23 Will. 44 74 Crawford.
44 24 Kankakee. 44 75 LawTence.
44 25 Iroouois.
26 Ford.
4 76 Richland.4 4 77 Clay.427 Livingston. 4 78 Marion.428 Marshall. 4 79 Clinton.
44 29 Woodford. 44 80 St. Clair.
44 30 Stark. 4 81 Monroe.
44 31 Peoria. 44 82 Randolph.
44 32 Knox. 44 83 Washington.
44 33 Warren. 44 84 Perry.
44 34 Henderson. 44 85 Jefferson.
44 35 Hancock. 44 86 Wayne.
44 36 McDonough. 44 87 Edwards.
44 37 Fulton. 41 88 Wabash.
44 38 Mason. 44 89 White.
44 39 Tazewell. 44 90 Hamilton.
44 40 McLean. 44 91 Franklin.
44 41 Vermilion. 44 92 Jackson.
4‘ 42 Champaign. 44 93 a01£
44 43 Piatt. 44 94 Saline.
44 44 Dewitt, 44 95 Gallatin.
44 45 Logan. 44 90 Hardin.
44 46 Menard. 97 Pope.
Johnson.44 47 Cass. 44 98
44 48 Schuyler. 4 99 Union.
44 49 Brown. 4100 Alexander450 Adams. 4101 Pulaakj.#<51 Pike. 102 Massac
-----III. and TYlich.Canal.
....... -  III. ccnd iThss. Canal
% CoumKj Seat.
1. (Sangamon R.)-Illinois R., Decatur, Macon Co. 111. Faxon
(’85).
2 . (Mississippi R.)-Quincy, Adams Co. 111.
3. Spring Branch-Big Or.-Ohio River, Wolrah Mills, Hardin 
Co. 111.
P la te  X V I I I .
Plate XVT1T.
Nos. 1.& 2.-G. bartoni robustus Girard
II0.3-C. bartoni Rabri. brevis Rietz




L I S T  O P  C O U N T IE S
No. 1 Jo Daviess.
“  2 Stephenson.
“  3 Winnebago.
“  4 Boone.
“  5 McHenry.
“  6 Lake.
“  7 Cook.





44 13 CarrolL 
44 14 Whiteside.






44 21 KendalL 
“  22 Grundy.












“  35 Hancock.













“  40 Brown.
44 50 Adams.
44 51 Pike.
N o. 52 Scott.
44 53 M organ.
44 54 Sangam on.
44 55 Christian.
44 56 Macon.





44 62 Cum berland  
44 63 Shelby.
4 4 64 M ontgom ery  




44 69 M adison.
44 70 Bond.
44 71 Fayette.
44 72 Effingham .
“  73 Jasper.
44 74 Crawford.
44 75 Law rence.
44 76 Richland.
44 77 Clay.
44 78 M arion.
“  79 Clinton.
44 80 St. Clair.
44 81 M onroe.
44 82 Randolph.
44 83 W a sh in gto n . 
“  84 Perry.
44 85 Jefferson.
' W a y n e .
87 Edwards.
88 W abash .
89 W h ite . 













-----III. and TYlich. Canal.
............-  Ill.ccnd iThss, Canal
-----O r a in aye Canal
• County Seat'.
84
1. Pox River-Illinois R., Gary, McHenry Co. Ill.Goll.3hel- 
f ord.
2. Brook-Lake Michigan,Glencoe, Cook Go. 111. Coll. Shel- 
ford.
3. II. Br. Chicago R.-Lake Michigan, Eagehrook, Cook Co. 111. 
Coll. Shelfora.
6. Quiver Cr.-Illinois R..Havana, Mason Co. 111. Aug.14,'09. 
Coll. Adams.
7. Quiver L.-Illinois R., Havana, Mason Co. 111. April 16, 
20,24,"94;May 24,'94.Colls. Smith and Hempel.
8. Illinois R., Havana, 111. Oct. 2,'97.Coll. Hart.
9. Illinois R., Havana, Mason Co. 111. Aug. 14,'95. Colls, 
to^foid, Hempel, llewherry, Forbes.
10. Pekin L.-Illinois R.,Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111. Aug. 17, 
'82.Coll. McCormick.
11, Illinois R., Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111. Sept.10,'75.
14. (Sugar Cr.)-3alt Cr.-Sangamon R.-Illinois R., llormal Mc- 
Clean Co. 111.
16. Embarras drainage, forested swamps, Charleston, Coles Co.
111. March 25,'03;April 14,'09;June 20,'08;July '10;Aug. 
17,'11.Coll. Hankinson.
17. Little Pox R.-Wabash R.,Phillipstown, White Co. 111. Oct. 
5,'85.
18. Rectors Cr.-H.Fork Saline R.-Saline R.-Ohio R., Plain- 
view Twp.Saline Co. 111. Oct.5,'00.Coll.Large and Wright.
19. Union Co. 111. May 15; July 13,'77.
21. Illinois R., Meredosia, Morgan Co. 111. May to August,
Plate X IX .
' 99.
85
22. Elizabethtown near £olconda. July 2,’07.
23. Salt Pork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R. Stanton Twp. Cham­
paign Co. 111. Oct.22,199.Coll Large.
24. Wabash R. (lowlands )j York, Clark Co. 111.Faxon ’90.
Old Localities.
4. Lake Michigan, Evanston, Cook Co. 111.
5. Lake Michigan, Chicago, Cook Co. 111. Faxon ('85).
13. Spoon R., Abingdon, Knox Co. 111. Faxon('85).
12. Mud Cr.-Spoon R.-Illinois R.,Lawn Ridge, Marshall Co. Ill
15. Sangamon R.-Illinois R., Decatur', Macon Co. 111. Faxon,
(’85).
20. Prairie Cr.-Mississippi R., Bellville, St.Clair Co. 111. 
Faxon (185).
GirardTos .1-GF C . diogones
ITo.24 C. argillioola Faxon
T  H  E
WATER COURSES
OF
L I S T  O P  C O U N T IE S
2 Stephenson* “  53 Morgan.
3 Winnebago.
4 Boone.




5 McHenry. “  56 Macon.
6 Laka. “  57 Moultrie.
7 Cook. “  58 Douglas.
8 Du Page. “  59 Edgar.
9 Kane. “  60 Clark.
10 Dekalb. “  61 Coles.
11 Ogle. “  62 Cumberland
12 Lee. “  63 Sheiby.
13 Carroll. “  64 Montgomery
14 Whiteside. “  65 Macoupin.
15 Bock Island “ 86 Greene.
10 Mercer. “  67 Calhoun.
17 Henry. “  68 Jersey.
18 Bureau. “  69 Madison.







22 Grundy. “  73 Jasper.
23 W ill “  74 Crawford.
24 Kankakee. “  75 Lawrence.
25 Iroquois.
26 Ford.
“  76 Richland.
“  77 Clay.
27 Livingston. "  78 Marion.
28 Marshall. “  79 Clinton.
29 Woodford. ** 80 St. Clair.
30 Stark. “  81 Monroe.
31 Peoria. “  82 Randolph.
32 Knox. “  83 Washington.
33 Warren. “  84 Perry.
34 Henderson. “  85 Jefferson.
35 Hancock. “  86 Wayne.
36 McDonough. “  87 Edwards.
37 Fulton. “  88 Wabash.
38 Mason. “  89 White.
39 Tazewell. “  90 Hamilton.
40 McLean. “  91 Franklin.
41 Vermilion. “  92 Jackson.
42 Champaign. “  93 Williamson
43 Piatt. “  94 Saline.
44 Dewitt. “  95 Gallatin.
45 Logan. “  96 Hardin.
46 Menard. “  97 Pope.
Johnson.47 Cass. '• 98
48 8 chuyler. “  99 Union.
49 Brown. “ 100 Alexander
50 Adama “  101 Pulaaki.
51 Pike. “  102 Massac
~ III. and. TTHch. Canal. 
...All .and Triis*. Canal
_Ora mage Canal.
• C ou n ty  S ea f.
86 Plate XX.
1 . Illinois R., Pekin, Tazewell Co. 111. Sept. 10,'77.
3. Stony Cr. -’Salt Fork- Vermilion R.-Wabash R. Munsey, Ver*- 
milion Co. 111. April 20,111.Colls. Dean and Hutchinson.
4. Salt Pork-Big Vermilion R.-Wabash R.,Urbana, Champaign Cc 
111. May 8, 28,'88.
6. Cloverleaf Swamp, near Charleston, Coles Co. 111. April 
23,’11;Aug. 9,’10. Coll. Hankinson.
7. Wabash R., Mt Carmel, Wabash Co. 111. Spring '77; Coll. 
Schneck.
Old Localities.
2.(Sugar Cr.)-Sangamon R.-Illinois R., Uormal McClean Co. 
111.(Some specimens from about Hormal may be from tribu­
taries of the Mackinaw River.) Faxon (’85). There are a 
number of specimens in the present collection.
5. Sangamon R.-Illinois R., Decatur, Macon Co. 111. Faxon,
(185).
8. (Rock Cr.)-3angamon R.-Illinois R., Athens, Tnenard Co.
Ill. Faxon ('85).
10. Mud Cr.-Spoon River-Illinois R.,Lawn Ridge, Marshall Co. 
111. (185).
11. Mill Cr.-Wabash R.,York, Clark Co. 111. Faxon (’90).






L I S T  O F  C O U N T IE S
No. 1 Jo Davies*. No. 52 Scott.
44 2 Stephenson. 44 53 Morgan.







Christian.4 5 McHenry. 44 56 Macon.
“  6 Lake. 44 57 Moultrie.
“  7 Cook. 44 58 Douglas.
44 8 Du Page. “ 59 Edgar.
“  9 Kane. “  60 Clark.
“  10 Dekalb. 44 61 Coles.
“  11 Ogle. 44 62 Cumberland
“  12 Lee. 44 63 Shelby.
44 13 CarrolL 44 64 Montgomery
44 14 Whiteside. 44 65 Macoupin.
44 15 Rock Island 44 66 Greene.
44 10 Mercer. 44 67 Calhoun.
44 17 Henry. 44 68 Jersey.
44 18 Bureau. 44 69 Madison.









44 22 Grundy. 44 73 Jasper.
44 23 Will. 44 74 Crawford.




44 26 “  77 Clay.
44 27 Livingston. 44 78 Marion.
44 28 Marshall. 44 79 Clinton.
“  29 Woodford. 44 80 St. Clair.
44 30 Stark. 44 81 Monroe.
44 31 Peoria. 44 82 Randolph.
44 32 Knox. 44 83 Washington.
44 33 Warren. 44 84 Perry.
44 34 Henderson. 44 85 Jefferson.
44 35 Hancock. 44 88 Wayne.
44 36 McDonough. 44 87 Edwards.
44 37 Fulton. “ 88 Wabash.
44 38 Mason. 44 89 White.
44 39 Tazewell. 44 90 Hamilton.
44 40 McLean. 44 91 Franklin.
44 41 Vermilion. 44 92 Jackson.
4‘ 42 Champaign. 44 93 Williamson
44 43 Piatt. 44 94 Saline.
44 44 Dewitt. 44 95 Gallatin.
44 45 Logan. 44 96 Hardin.
44 46 Menard. 44 97 Pope.
Johnson.44 47 Cass. 44 98
44 48 Schuyler. “  99 Union.
44 49 Brown. “ 100 Alexander
44 50 Adams. 44 101 Pulaaki.
44 51 Pike. 44 102 Massac
.. III. and 171 ich . Canal. 
-III.arid Trtiss. Canal
a
Seat.
-- Oramaje Lana
• Count
